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A PROPOSAL
FOR THE LOCATION OF AN
ALUMINUM REDUCTION FACILITY IN
ROBBINSTON, MAINE

PREPARED FOR THE
UTA.q CONSTRUCTION AND MINING CQ.~PA..\JY

PRESENTED BY
GOVERNOR KENNETH M. CURTIS
MAY 27, 1968

§TATE OF l>i!AJ:NE

OFFICE OF TJlUll GOVJllRNOR
AUOUIS'i'A, MAINE

04000

KENNETH M. CURTIS
GOVERNOR

May 24, 1968

Mr. E.W. Littlefield
President and General Manager
Utah Construction and Mining Company
550 California Street
San Francisco, California 94104
Dear Mr. Littlefield:
The State of Maine has actively pursued the
possibility that Utah Construction and Mining Company
and Ugine Kuhlman Company construct and operate a primary
aluminum smelter in Robbinston, Maine.
The Department of Economic Development has prepared a proposal which should satisfy all the requisite
criteria and we anticipate your approval of the data
contained herein.
As I stated in our original correspondence, it
is my belief that there has been an invigoration in both
the public and private sector of the State regarding development. Your organization and the type of facility
which you are planning are certainly in keeping with this
trend.
It is our belief that after you have weighed all
the factors you will select the Maine site, and that our
future relationship will be to the mutual benefit of both
your organization and our State economy.
Sincerely yours,

Kenneth M. Curtis
Governor
I<MC:b
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STATEMENT
Assuming that the entire output of the proposed planTcan be
marketed, that the plant can obtain backup through a conventional
arrangement, and that interest~ costs do not continue to escalate,
we expect to provide power at less than 4.5 mills.
Because of the timetable involved, we are not able to publicly
release the support data for this statement, but it is our under. standing that private conversations between our consulting engineers
and Mr. Victor Johnson have covered the necessary details.

Public

disclosure of the details will be announced within the next month.
Attached is considerable data to support this statement and to
demonstrate the feasibility of the construction of a nuclear
generating plant to ultimately provide energy to the reduction
facility.
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5 Hanover Square, New York, N.r. 10004 (272) 344-8300

May 22, 1968

Mr. E.W. Littlefield
President and General Manager
Utah Construction and Mining Company
550 California Street
San Francisco, California 94104
Dear Mr. Littlefield:
Governor Kenneth M. Curtis of Maine has requested that we
write you regarding our interest in assisting with the financing of
a nuclear electric generation plant to be constructed to supply power
to an alumina reduction facility which you propose to build.
We have been working with the State of Maine for some months
now with an eye towards such a nuclear electric generation plant. We
are of the opinion that such a plant is entirely feasible and that its
financing could be accomplished via an existing non-profit corporation,
such as a Rural Electric Cooperative, a newly created non-profit corporation, such as the Columbia Storage Power Exchange in the State of
Washington, or an agency of the State created by the Legislature, such
as the Consumers Public Power District in the State of Nebraska.
John Nuveen & Co. is a major investment banking firm which
up until recently dealt exclusively with tax-exempt public bonds. As
such we have specialized in the financing of public electric systems
and have handled over $1 billion of electric revenue bonds. A list of
the major underwritings headed by Nuveen is attached. We are presently
assisting the Consumers Public Power District in Nebraska with the
financing of an 800 mw nuclear plant to cost approximately $200,000,000.
We will be pleased to answer any questions you might have regarding the financing of this project.
Very truly yours,
·JOHN NUVEEN & CO. (Inc. )
,'7/1 ,1-; \ /
1/-- ,,',.-~•/:~.' ;, </) ~
Albert J. Me:b.z, Jr.
Vice President
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MAJOR ELECTRIC REVENUE BOND ISSUES illJ"DERWRITTEN
BY J01:IN" NUVEEN & CO. (Inc.)
(Either Alone or as Joint Managers)

$

3,000,000

Key West, Floridq
Electric Revenue Bonds, Series 1950

1951

33,600,000

Chelan County, Washington
Public Utility District No. 1
Rock Island Hydro-Electric System
Electric Revenue Bonds, Series 1951

1954

8,600,000

Chelan County, Washington
Public Utility District No. 1
Electric Revenue Refunding and
Improvement (Distribution System)
Bonds, Series 1954

1955

20,920,000

Chelan County, Washington
Public Utility District No. 1
Lake Chelan Hydro-Electric System
Revenue Bonds, Series 1955

1955

1,813,000

Chelan County, Washington
Public Utility District No. 1
Lake Chelan Hydro-Electric System
. Revenue Bonds, Series 1955

1950

c--~

0

1956

166,000,000

Grant County, Washington
Public Utility District No. 2
Columbia River Priest Rapids
Hydro-Electric Production System
Revenue Bonds, Series 1956

1956

23,100,000

Chelan County, Washington
Public Utility District No. 1
Rocky Reach Hydro-Electric System
Revenue Bonds, Series 1956

1956

31,830,000

Chelan County, Washington
Public Utility District No. 1
Columbia River-Rock Island HydroElectric System Revenue Bonds,
Issue of 1955, First Series

/

/

250,000,000

Chelan County, Washington
Public Utility District No. 1
Rocky Reach Hydro-Electric System
Revenue Bonds, Series 1957

1959

195,000,000

Grant County,.washington
Public Utility District No. 2
Wanapum Hydro-Electric Revenue
Bonds, Series 1959

1960

4,000,000

Rochelle, Illinois
Electric Revenue Bonds, Series B
of 1960

1961

1,160,000

Skagit County, Washington
Public Utility District No. 1
Water Revenue Bonds, Series 1961

1961

50,000,000

Grand River Dam Authority, Oklahoma
Revenue Bonds, Series 1961

1962

41,425,000

Chelan County, Washington
Public Utility District No. 1
Columbia River-Rock Island
Hydro-Electric System Revenue Bonds,
Series No. Two.

1963

197,000,000

1963

635,000

1963

184,000,000

1964

1,900,000

1957

$

'--~

rl )·,
;,,,,.:._
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Grant County, Washington
Public Utility District No. 2
Wanapum Hydroelectric Refunding
Revenue Bonds, Series 1963
Skamania County, Washington
Public Utility District No. 1
Electric Utility Revenue Bonds
Douglas County, Washington
Public Utility District No. 1
Wells Hydroelectric Revenue Bonds,
Series 1963
Richland Center, Wisconsin
Electric System Mortgage Revenue
Bonds

-2-
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1964
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$

314,000,000
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Columbia Storage Power Exchange
Washington
Columbia Storage Power Exchange
Revenue Bonds

1965

22,000,000

Grand River Dam Authority, Oklahoma
Revenue Bonds, Series 1966

1965

18,600,000

Douglas County, Washington
Public Utility District No. 1
Wells Hydroelectric Revenue Bonds,
Series 1965

1966

5,850,000

1966

32,000,000

Puerto Rico Water Resources Authority
Revenue Bonds, Series 1966

1967

51,600,000

South Carolina Public Service Authority
Electric Revenue Bonds, Series 1967

Rochelle, Illinois
Electric Revenue Bonds

-3-

SUMMARY OF POWER REQUESTS
I.

Massachusetts Municipal Electric Systems:
telegram
letters received to date

II.

326.7 megawatts

Vermont Co-operative Systems:
engineering study estimate
letters received to date

III.

600 megawatts

100 megawatts
30.3 megawatts

It is anticipated that if excess power were available in 1975
that considerable quantities, in addition to the above, could
be marketed in Maine, New Brunswick, and elsewhere in the
northeast.
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=ROBERT V CLARK MGR EASTERN MAINE ELECTRICA CO-OP=
CARE ANDREW NIXON SPEC ASST TO COMMISSIONER OF
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STATE HOUSE AUGUSTA ME=
:SUBJECT EASTERN MA !NE ELECTRIC CO-OP GENERATING PLfH~T THE
MASSACHUSETTS MUNICIPAL ELECTRIC SYSTEMS ARE INTERESTED
I_N HOLDING DISCUSS IONS WITH YOU REGARDING PURCHASE OF POWER
F RO M THE NUCL E AR PL ANT YO U PL AN TO SP ONSO R 9 VJ H l CH WILL
COME ON THE LINE IN 19750 IT APPEARS OUR REQUIREMENTS
WILL BE APPROX:IMATELY 600 MW IND IV !DUAL LETTERS WILL BE
. SENT TO YOU FROM THE VARIOUS SYSTEMS IN MASSACHUSETTS·
SETTING FORTH THE AMOUNT OF KW THAT EACH OF THE SYSTEMS
WILL RE Q U I RE =r
·
·
JAMES E BAKER CHAIRMAN POWER PLANNING COMMITTEE MAS:
·MUN IC Ip AL EL EC TR IC ASSOC
I
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TELEPHONES
531-5975

PEABODY MUNICIPAL LIGHT PLANT

599-3385

PLANT, WARREN STREET EXTENSION
OFFICE, 70 ENDICOTT STREET

PEABODY, MASSACHUSETTS
~~@

ELECTRIC LIGHT COMMISSIONERS:

EDWARD W. MCCARTHY, MANAGER

JAMES T, PARAS, CHAIRMAN

PHIL.IP C. SHEEHY, ASST. MGR.

GERARD G. MCDUFF
WILLIAM E. SPENCE

May

22. 1968

Mr. Andrew Nixon
Department of Economic Development
State House
Augusta, Maine
Dear Mr. Nixon:

We understand that the Eastern Maine Electric Cooperative proposed
to sponsor the construction of a publicly finrulced nuclear fueled
electric generating plant having an initial gross capacity of 800,000 Kw.
We also understand that you are planning to ul.timately use the bulk of
this generation to serve a metal reduction industry in Eastern Maine •.
As a part of the requirements for the development of this plant you plan
to interconnect it electrically:-at 345 KV with the developing New
England Transmission System, and with the New Brunswick, Canada
Transmission System.
·
We are interested in the fact that you are negotiating for the sale
of power from this plant. W'e understand that your preliminary engineering studies indicate the delivered cost of this power conservatively
to be 7 to 8 mills per Kwh, including transmission costs.
Your planned interconnection with Canada and with the private
Utilities of New England should make it easier for ua to share in the
economics of future large nuclear units. We understand that we will
need to coordinate our new facilities to provide for the staged increase
ill power consumption of the metal industry.

vie will have need for 70,000 Kw. of power in 1975 and would be most
interested in working out an arrangement with you for delivery of this
quantity of power to our system.
Very trul.y yours,

PEABODY MUNICIPAL LIGHT PLANT

f./:t,e,t_ ru-cfizP

?w {<ZT!!y

Edward W. McCarthy, Manager

EWM/sga
cc Mr. Robert V. Clark, Mgr.
Eastern Maine Electric Corp.
Calais. Maino

TOWN
~

:)),,.

OF

Shrewsbury

.

MASSACHUSETTS
· urrunicipal Light 'JJepartment
VIKING

4-4881

May 23, 1968

Robert V. Clark
Eastern Electric · Cooperative
Calais, Maine
·
Dear Mr . .Clark:
_We understand that the Eastern Maine Electric Cooperative
proposed to sponsor the construction of a publically financed nuclear
fueled electric generating plant having an initial gross capacity of
800, 000 Kw. We also understand that you are planning to ultimately
us ·e the bulk of this generation to serve a metal reduction industry in
Eastern Maine. As a part of the requirements for the development of
this plant you plan to interconnect it electrically at 345 KV with the
developing New England Transmission System, and with the New
Brunswick, Canada Transmission System.
We are interested in the fact that you are negotiating for the
sale of power from this plant. We understand that your preliminary
engineering studies indicate the delivered cost of this power conservatively to be 7 to 8 mills per Kwh, including transmission costs.
Yqur planned interconnection with Canada and with the
private Utilities of New England should make it easier for us to share
in the economics of future large nuclear units. We understand that we
will need to coordinate our new facilities to provide for the staged
increase in power consumption of the metal industry.
We will have need for 35, 000 Kw. of power in 1975 and
would be most interested in working out an arrangement with you for
delivery of this quantity of power to our system.
Very truly yours,
SHREWSBURY MUNICIPAL LIGHT PLANT

~)-;i~ ~ BCJ/4-~
(____-fames E. Baker, Manager
JEB:a

.¼===@==W~~~i==o/:,===~==~==ri==a==i==n==l==r==e==e==========~(,~~·"=)~
=
·. ELECTRIC LIGHT DEPARTMENT
=:'==

44 ALLEN STREET· EAST BRAINTREE 84 · MASSACHUSETTS·
COMMISSIONERS

ALBAN G. SPURRELL
MANAGER

CARL W. A. JOHNSON, CHAIRMAN

TELEPHONE

WALTER J. HANSEN, SECRETARY

843·4432

WILLIAM J. DIGNAN

May 20, 1968.
Mr. R. · Clark, Manager,

Eastern l1aine Electric Co-operative,
Calais, Maine.
Dear Mr. Clark:

33

~~·.·.·.·;;

We understand that the Eastern Maine Cooperative
proposed to sponsor the construction of a publically financed
nuclear fueled electric generating plant having an initial gross
_capacity of 800,000 Kw. We also understand that you are planning
to ultimately use the bulk of this generation to serve a metal
reduction industry in Eastern Maine. As a part of the requirements
for the development of this plant, you plan to interconnect it
electrically at 345 KJ/ with the developing New England Transmission
System, and with the New.Brunswick, Canada Transmission System.

I

'

We are interested in the fact that you are negotiating
for the sale of power from this plant. We understand that your preliminary engineering studies indicate the delivered cost of this power
conservatively to be 7 to 8 mills per Kwh. including transmission costs.
Your planned interconnection with Canada and with the
private Utilities of New England should make it easier for us to share
in the economics of future large nuclear units. We understand that we
will need to coordinate our new facilities to provide for the staged
increase in power.consumption of the metal industry •
.We will have need for 30,000 Kw. pf power in 1975 and would
be interested in working out an arrangement with you for delivery of this
quantity of power to our system.

L
i

!

AGS/as

TOWN

OF WAKEFIELD

MUNICIPAL LIGHT DEPARTMENT
9

ALBION

STREET

ANTHONY MINICHIEl.1.O. CHAIRMAN
JAMES B. WISWALL, SECRETARY
JOHN MORLEY
MICHAEL F, COLLINS, MANAGER

T<:LEPH0NES

WAKEFIELD, MASS.

245•0027 ANO 245•0028

May 22, 1968

CONNECTING ALL DEPARTMENTS

Mr. Robert v. Clark, -Manager
Eastern Maine Electric Cooperative Inc.
Calais, Maine.
Dear Sir:
We.understand that the Eastern Maine Electric Cooperative proposed to sponsor
the construction of a publicly financed nuclear fueled electric generating plant
having an initial gross capacity of 800,000 Kw.

We also understand that you are

planning to ultimately use the bulk of this generation to serve a metal reduction
industry in £astern Maine.

·=-~

.i?J

.As a part of the requirements for the development of

this plant you plan to interconnect it electrically at

345 KV

with the developing

New ·England Transmission System, and with the New Brunswick, Canada Transmission
System.
We are interested in the fact that you are negotiating for the sale of pm,ier
from this plant.

We understand that your preliminary engineering studies indicate

the delivered cost of this power conservativ~ly to be 7 to 8 mills per Kwh.
including transmission costs.
Your planned interconnection with Canada and with the private Utilities of New
England should malte it easier for us to share in the economics of future large
nuclear units.

We understand that we will need to coordinate our new facilities to

provide for the staged increase in power consumption of the metal industry.
We will have need for 36,ooo Kw. of power in 1975 and would be most interested
in working out an arrangement with you for delivery of this quantity of power to our
system.
Very truly.,
Municipal Light Department
';;::
By "" .
y

MFC/MIT

)

l-< ';,,,.-·v,,U'-·t:-

/> _,r

<-r ,

Manager

OF r:Il!Jct4tttf}J'-d
l\:IAS SAC ll US ETT S
('.~lcclnc !2rj,al't11um/;

f!

/!Jrl/Jl'l'ou!f/u YtJfcd, ()/.92.J

774-0005

May-22, 1953

Robert V. Clark, Mapager
Eastern Maine Electric Cooperativ·e
Calais, Maine.
DeBr Mr. Clark:

I~

JV

We understand that the Eastern Maine El, ctric Coo;:ierative
proposed to sponsor the construction of a publicly financed
nuclear fueled electr•ic generating plant havin?; e.:1 _initial
gross capacity of 800·,'·000 kw. We also understand that you are
planning to ultimately ~so the bulk of this generation to serve
a metal r6duction industry in Eastern Maine. As a part of the
requirements for the development of this plant you plan to interconnect it electrically at 345 KV with the developing New
England Transmission System, and with the New Brunswick, Canada
Transmissi6n System.

r

We are interested in the fact that you a.re negotiatins for
the sale of power from this plant. We understand that-your
preliminary engineering studi~s ~ndicate the delivered cost
of this power conservatively to be 7 to 8 mills per kwh.
including transmission costs.
Your planned interconnection with Canada and with the private
Utilities of New England should make it easier for us to share
in the economics of future lare;e m.uclear units. We understand
that we will need to coordinate our new facilities to provide
for the staged increase in power conswnption of the metal industry.
We will have need for 45,000 kw of power in 1975 and would
be most interested in working out an arrangement with you for
delivery of this quantity of power to our system.

JF:mdf

c/c Andre~ Nixon

"Owntd by tlie People Wt Strflt"

-·-~
\

_.:) .1

COMMISSIONERS

.._
/JOSEPH L. AIKEN, JR .. CHAIRMAN
~ • / PHILIPS, WEBBER
JOHN W. ALLAN

PAUL HOBENSACK
MANAGER

CF'F"ICE CF'

ELECTRIC LIGHT & W'ATER DEPARTMENTS
· LITTLETON, MASS,

May 22, 1968

Mr. Robert V. Clark
Manager
Eastern Maine Electric Co-Operative
Calais, Maine
Dear

Mr. Clarke,

We understand that the Eastern Maine Electric Cooperative proposed
to sponsor the construction of a publically financed nuclear fueled
electric generating plant having an initial gross capacity of 800,000 kw.
We also understand that you are planning to ultimately use the bulk of
· this generation to serve a· metal reduction industry in Eastern Maine.
As a part of the requirements for the developement of this plant you
plan to interconnect it electrically at 345 KV with the developing
New England Transmission System, and with the New Brunswick, Canada
Transmission System.
We are interested in the fact that you are negotiating for the
sale of power from this plant. We understand that your preliminary
engineering studies indicate the delivered -cost of this power conservatively
to be 7 to 8 mills per KWH. including trf:lllsmission cost.
We will nave need for 12 KW. of power in 1975 and would be most
interested in working out an arrangement with you for delivery of this
quantity ot power to our system.
·

Vevyours,

P~Paul Hobensack
Manager

A00RESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO THE DEPARTMENT

COMMISSIONERS

May 22,

ABRAHAM SALTMAN
OLIVIER LAMOUREUX

1968

SYDNEY T. MAUNDER

.Mr. Rooert Clark, Manager,
Eastern Maine Eleotri o Cooperative,
Ca_lai s, Maine.
Dear Sir:

We understand that the Eastern Maine Electric Cooperative proposed
to sponsor the construction of a publically financed nuclear fueled
electric generating plant having an initial gross capacity of $00,000 kw.
We also understand that you are planning to ultimately use the bulk of
this generation to serve a metal reduction industry in Eastern 1.1:aine.
As a part of the requirements for the development of this plant you plan
to interconnect it electrically at 345 KV with the developing New ~ngland
Transmission System, and with the New Brunswick, Canada, Transmission ·
System.
We are interested in the fact that you are negotiating :for the sale
of power from this plant. We understand that your preliminary engineering
studies indicate the delivered cost of this power conservatively to be
7 to 8 mills per Kwh. including transmission costs.
Your planned interconnection with Canada and with the private
Utilities of New England should make it easier for us to share in the
economics of future large nuclear units. We understand that we will
need to coordinate our new facilities to provide for the staged increase
in power consumption of the metal industry.
We will have need for 40,000 Kw. of power in 1975 and would be most
interested in working out an arrangement with yqu for delivery of this
quantity of _power to.our system.

Yours very truly,
GAS & ELECTRIC DEPT •

"o-'¼ ,\:_.~
,

)

F. H: R'.ing, 7/anag

MUNICIPAL LIGHT DEPARTMENT
RESERVOIR STf-xEET
HOLDEN, MASSACHUSETTS 01520

CARTER B. HART
DEPARTMENT MANAGER

May 22, 1968

Mr. Robert v.·c1ark-Manager
Eastern Maine Electric Cooperative
Calais, Maine

Dear Mr. Clark:
We understand that the Eastern Maine Electric
Cooperative proposed to sponsor the construction of a
publically financed nuclear fueled electric generating
plant having an initial gross capacity of 800,000 Kw.
We also understand that you are planning to ultimately
use the bulk of this generation to serve a metal reduction
industry in Eastern Maine. As a part of the requirements
for the development of this plant you plan to interconnect
it -electrically at 345 KV with the developing New England
Transmission System, and with the New Brunswick, Canada
Transmission System.
We are interested in the fact that you are
negotiating for the sale of power from this plant. We
understand that your preliminary engineering studies
indicate the delivered cost of this power conservatively
to be 7 to 8 mills per Kwh. including transmission costs.
Your planned interconnection with Canada and with
the private Utilities of New England should make it easier
for us to share in the economics of future large nuclear
units. We understand that we will need ·to coordinate our
new facilities to provide for the staged increase in power
consumption of the metal industry.
We will have need for 16,000 Kw. of power in 1975
and would be most interested in working out an arrangement
with you for delivery of this quantity of power to our
system.

»,:-Z~_r

Ver~ trul,-?ours, _ / /-./2

(c,,,-;;;;:/:Z,,_ xS ----Carter B. Hart, Manager

CBH/ f rnh
cc: Andrew P. Nixon
Special Assistant to Commissioner
Department of Economic Development
Augusta, Maine

PLANT

MUNICIPAL
West Boylston, Massachusetts
2 Crescent Street
Charles H. Coughlin
Manager

May 22, 1968
Eastern Maine Electric Cooperative
9 Union Street
Calais, Maine
Qij619
Att'n: Robert V. Clark,
Manager
Dear Robert:
We understand that the Eastern Maine Electric
Cooperative proposed to sponsor the construction of a publically
financed nuclear fueled electric generating plant having an
initial gross capacity of 800,000 Kw. We also understand that
you are planning to ultimately use the bulk of this generation to
serve a metal reduction industry in Eastern ~~ine. As a part of·
the requirements for the development of this plant you plan to
interconnect it electrically at 3~5 J.W with the developing New
England Transmission System, and with the New Brunswick, Canada
Transmission System.

We are interested in the fact that you are negotiating
for the sale of p~wer from this plant. We understand that your
preliminary engineering studies indicate the delivered cost of this
power conservatively to be 7 to 8 mills per Kwh. including transmission costs.
Your planned interconnection with Canada and with the
private Utilities of New England should make it easier for us to
share in the economics of future large nuclear units. We understand that we will need to coordinate our new facilities to provide
for the staged increase in power consumption of the metal industry.
We will have need for 12 Kw. of power in 1975 and would
be most interested in working out an arrangement with you for delivery
of this quantity of power to our system.
Very truly yours,

MUNICIPAL LIGHTING PLANT
.

WEST BOYLSTON, MASSACHUS,ETTS

? . (/., r~·

(J

//1/
/,}f, .

/}t,L l!.,1,:1✓-r,f;I I/

charles H. Coughlin
Manager

-----·-,,,.,.

BUSINESS OFFICE: TEI.. 690•4351
NORTH WASHINGTON STREET

ELECTRIC and WATER DEPARTMENTS

-:\70

POST OFFICE BOX 790

r""\ .
~)

·

)ISTRIBUTION STATION: TEL. 695-6302
J~HITING STREET AT BROAD STR_EET

NORTH ATTLEBOROUGH, MASS. 02761

.'

Electric Department
May 22, 1968

Mr. Robert V. Clark, Manager
Eastern Maine Cooperative
Calais, Maine
Dear Sir:

We understand that the Eastern Maine Electric Cooperative proposed to sponsor the construction of a publically
financed nuclear fueled electric generating plant having an
initial gross capacity of 800,000 Kw.· We also understand
that you are planning to ultimately use the bulk of this
generation to serve a metal reduction industry in Eastern
Maine. As a part of the requirements for the development of
this plant you plan to interconnect it electrically at
345 IDT with the developing New England Transmission System,·
and with the New Brunswick, Canada Transmission System.
We are interested in the fact that you are negotiating
for the sale of power from this plant. We understand that
your preliminary engineering studies indicate the delivered
cost of this power conservatively to be 7 to 8 mills per
K'Wh. including transmission costs.
Your planned interconnection with Canada and with the
private Utilities of New England should make it easier for
us to share in the economics of future large nuclear units.
We understand that we will need to coordinate our new facilities to provide for the staged increase in power conswnption of the metal industry.
lie will have need for 25,000 Kw of power in 1975 and
would be most interested in working out an arrangement
with you for delivery of this quantity of power to our
system.

Very truly yours,

j4vu4-J!., J;_ ult~HARoLD G. PAYNE
MANAGER
·HGP:L

Economical El,"•,.+•ic Energy for

H0c 1 ••

Light ••• Power

MILL FINANCING -- $52 MILLION DOLLARS
A.

Revenue Bond Financing*
Maine Industrial Recreational Finance Approval Board
Interest rate determined by the financial market.

B.

Rural Electric Association, U.S. Department of Agriculture
2% interest rate (questionable on plant)
This type financing may be used for transmission lines.

C.

Economic Development Administration

P.L. 89-136

65% of cost at 4-5 / 8%
20% bank
15% local development corporation and principal
D.

Maine Industrial Building Authority*
90% state guarantee
10% local development corporation

E.

Variations and combinations of the above plans can be utilized.

F.

Private financing through regular financial · channels.

*Copies of statutes included under addendum
For further information contact:
James K. Keefe, Commissioner
Maine Department of Economic Development
State House
Augusta, Maine 04330
Tel. (207) 623-4511, Ext. 571

MANAGER

COJ\1M1SSIONI,RS

J. LANSING ENGLISH

FRANKE. DOW
RICHARD 0. A.TOOTIAN
ROBERT W. FOX

774-4313

.Municipal Light Department
TOWN OF MIDDLETON, MASS. 01949

May 22, 1968

Mr. Robert V. Clark, Mgr.
Eastern Maine Electric Cooperative
Calais, Maine
Dear Sir:
We understand that the Eastern Maine Electric Cooperative propose to
sponsor the construction of a publicly financed nuclear fueled electric
generating plant having an initial gross capacity of 800,000 Kw. We also
understand that you are planning to ultimately use the bulk of this
generation to serve a metal reduction industry in Eastern Maine. As a
part of the requirements for the development of this plant you plan to
interconnect it electrically at 345 KV with the developing New England
Transmission System, and with the New Brunswick, Canada Transmission
System.
We are interested in the fact that you are negotiattng for the sale of
power from this plant. We understand that your preliminary engineering
studies indicate the delivered cost of this power conservatively to be
7 to 8 mills per Kwh. including ~ransmission costs.
Your planned interconnection with Canada and with the private Utilities
of New England should make it easier for us to share int he economics of
future large nuclear units. We understand that we will need to coordinate
our new facilities to'provide for the staged increase in power consumption
of the metal industry.
We will have need for 6,000 KW of power in 197.S and would be most interested
in working out an arrangement 'With you for delivery of this quantity of
powe·r to our system.
Yours very truly,

~rE/mvw

VERMONT ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, Inc.
JOHNSON, VERMONT
Tel. MEirose 15-2331

"A Locally Owned Vermont Corporation Dedicated to Community Service"

· May 23, 1968

Mr. Robert V. Clark, Manager
Eastern Maine Electric Cooperative
Calais, Maine

Subject: Eastern Maine Nuclear Plant
Dear Bob:
We understand that the Eastern Maine Electric Cooperative proposed
to sponsor the construction of a publically financed nuclear fueled electric
generating plant having an initial gross capacity of 800,000 KW.
We also understand that you are planning to ultimately use the bulk of
this generation to serve a metal reduction industry in Eastern Maine and that
we will need to coordinate construction on new facilities to provide for the
staged increase in power consumption of the metal industry.
As a part of the requirements for the development of this plant you
plan to interconnect it electrically at 345 KV with the developing New England
Transmission System, and with the New Brunswick, Canada Transmission
System.
We are interested in the fact that you are negotiating for the sale of
power from this plant. We understand that your preliminary engineering
studies indicate the delivered cost of this power conservatively to be 7 to 8
mills per KWH including transmission costs.
Your planned interconnection with Canada and with the private utilities
of New England should make it easier for us to share in the economics of
future large nuclear units.
We wiH have need for 20,000 KW of power in 1975 ( exclusive of present
firm contracts ) and. would be most interested in working out an arrangement
with you for delivery of this quantity of power to our system.

Mr. Robert V. Clark, Manager

-

2 -

May 23, 1968

The cooperatives in Vermont have had an engineering study made of
the State load requirements of municipal and cooperative utilities. This study
indicates a "public" requirement of 100 megawatts of 100% -- base load power
in 1975. This requirement would be exclusive of PASNY and all essential
hydro and steam units.
You realize, I am sure, that I would be unable to make a commitment
for this block of power, but I am very sure as your plan developes that it could
be committed.
The cooperatives in Vermont have long been searching for a low cost
. source of :wholesale power and sincere~y hope that your sponsorship of the
subject plant will be the means.
·
Very truly yours,

f,,J~r»-~
W. N. Cook, Manager

WNC/bj

'
V✓ ashing
ton

•
Electric C o-operaL1ve, inc.
,4..•

East Montpelier, Vermont
Area Code 802 223-5245
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May 22, 1968
Mr. Robert V. Clark
Manager, Eastern Maine Cooperative, Inc.
Calais, Maine
Dear Sir:
We understand that the Eastern Maine Electric Cooperative proposed to sponsor
the construction of a publically financed nuclear fueled electric generating
plant having an initial gross capacity of 800,000 Kw. We also understand that
you are planning to ultimately use-the bulk.of this generation to serve a metal
reduction industry in Eastern Maine. As a part of the requirements for the
~
development of this plant you plan to interconnect it'electrically at 345 KV
with the developing New England Transmission System, and with the New Brunswick,
Canada Transmissfon System.
We are interested in the fact that you are negotiating for the sale of
power from this plant. We understand that your preliminary engineering studies
indicate the delivered cost of this power conservatively to be 7 to 8 mills per
Kwh. including transmission costs.
Your planned interconnection with Canada and with the private Utilities
of New England should make it easier for us to share in the economics of future
large nuclear units. We understand that we will need to coordinate our new
facilities to provide for the staged increase in power consumption of the metal
industry.
We will have need for 10.3 Kw. of power in 1975 and would be most
interested in working out an arrangement with you for delivery of this quantity
of power to our system.
Very truly yours,

~',(~
Saile~nis
Manager
SE/el

~ C
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CD- 0182-NS-AAC

May 15, 1968

Mr. Robert V. Clark, Manager
Eastern Maine Electric Cooperative, Inc.
9 Union Street
Calais, Maine
Dear Bob:
In response to your request we have developed a ::_:>reliminary
step- by- step transmission program that would not only interconnect the
New England Power Pool with New Brunswick but would develop a socalled "Industrial Bus" £or southern Maine.
Enclosed is a tentative "One-Line Diagram" (marked as Exhibit
"A") of the facilities considered to be necessary to complete your objective,
coded to conform generally to the step- by- step program that you have
shown in your April 2.5, 1968 Letter Report. It should be noted that the
acceptability 0£ this plan to New Brunswick Electric Power Commission,
Bangor Hydro and Central Maine Power Companies has not been explored
and should be the subject of early conferences if Central Maine Power
Company is willing to. share in the responsibility 0£ constructing and owning a portii:m of the proposed 345 kv transmission facilities that would tie
the New England grid to the Maritime Pool 0£ Eastern Canada.
Your attention is called to our tentatively scheduling the 600 mw
TEPCO Nuclear Generating Station for 1975. We do not have up-to-date
information and data on the plans for this project, except for knowledge
that TEPCO is seeking an early power market with the Northeast rural
electric cooperatives. In any event the scheduling of the TEPCO generating plant and it;S connection to the proposed 345 kv grid system is a matter

Mr. Robert V. Clark

- 2 -

May 15, 1968

that can be developed at a later date as cost sharing rncthods on use of
the proposed 345 kv Industrial Dus for transr:nission 0£ finn power and
energy and for 11 backup 11 service cll'C developed between the participatir.g
parties. With respect to the devclopm.ent of cost sharing principles £or
the proposed 345 kv trans1nission system additions, it is suggested that
you discuss this problem informally with the staff of the Federal Power
Com1nission in the very near future if you find tl-a t the Central Maine
Power Company is receptive to a part~-icrship dcv:clopmcnt of a 345 kv
grid system for Southern Maine. So as to provide a common ground for
con-iparison, the cost esti1natcs that are attached for the substation and
transmission facilities arc those found in the FPC 1 s "National Power Survey" and are based on industry averages as of 1964. App1·opriatc escalation factors can be applied at such ti1ne as a construction schedule is developed between the parties. The "Handy Whitman Construction Cost Index"
shows a 20% escalation for substations since 1964 and we have accordingly
applied such an escalation factor. Escalation on transmission lines has
shown an erratic trend and accordingly we have not applied an escalation
factor to the .1964 FPC estimates for these facilities.
It should be further noted that FPC uses an average of 11 % of
capital investment for annual ownership and operating costs for substation and transmission facilities under a mixed owner ship situation. The
ownership costs under REA financing would be 2% to 3% less. We have
not investigated the ad valorcm tax situation in the area to be covered by
the transmission facilities and this is a matter that you can be of assistance
to us as the transmission owner ship costs are further refined.
It is suggested that you review the Exhibits attached to this letter
and give us your comments before we proceed further to refine the cost estimates. If the facilities arc properly scheduled and effectively used, the
long-term ownership costs should be to the order of one mill per kilowatthour or less based upon experience in other sections of the United States.
(See Table 32, Page 282 of Volume II of FPC 1 s "National Power Survey",
copy enclosed.)"
.
Very truly yours,
R. W. BECK AND ASSOCIATES

I ·-'"~· --~l'

.-

B y__0_~_._:__,_.__._-_?--'··._·:_>_··:_--·:.,....--,::_~--,,,,_·_,_._.•_•;_:.-._,/_"-__·,_.;__.._<----_·~---·~!-------W. E. Tro1n1nershauscn
Manager, Centi·al Region
WET:lm
Enclosures
cc:

R. G. Taylor (w/ enclosures)
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EXHIBIT "B II
CAPITAL COST ESTIWlATES FOR PROPOSED
STEP-BY-STEP TRANSMISSION PROGRAM
FOR EASTERN MAINE
BASIC ASSUMPTIONS

1.

345 kv wood pole transmission line with one 1414 MCM ACSR conductor per phase. Right-of-way and clearing at $12,000 per mile.
Labor, material, engineering and overhead at $48,000 per mile
for a total cost of $60,000 per mile.

2.

Pending a field survey of transmission line routes, a map mileage
plus 10% was used for transmission distances.

3.

Price escalation will have to be added to basic estimates when a
construction timetable has been established by the participants.

4.

Assumed that point of interconnection with New Brunswick Electric
Power Commission is in the vic~nity of Milltown, just north of Calais,
Maine. This matter subject to verification with the Commission.

5.

Proposed industrial site to be served with 34 5 kv facilities i·s located
about 12 miles from Calais.

6.

Proposed Sunrise Nuclear generating plant would be located on seacoast about 15 miles from Calais.

7.

Proposed Bangor 345 kv switching station would be located south of
Bangor at a location that would not conflict with aviation.

8.

Costs of backup service at 138 kv from New Brunswick Electric
Power Commission for initial serv:ice to the propqsed industrial load
has not been· estimated as sufficient information is not currently available.

EXHIDIT
Page 2

CD-0182-NS-AAC
May 15, 1968

11

B 11

INITIAL CONSTRUCTION PROGRAM - 1971
Length (Mi.)

Facility
Calais-Industrial Site No. 1

Cost/Mile
$60,000

12

Total Cost
$

720,000

STEP TWO - 197 3-1974
_ _ _ _ _F_a_c_1_·1_i-t)._r_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Length (Mi. )
82
72

Calais-Bangor No. 1
Bangor- Wiscasset No. l

Total . .

Co st /Mile
$60,000
$60,000

Total Cost
$ 4,920,000
$ 4,320,000

$ 9,240,000

. . . . . . .
STEP THREE - 1975-1977
Length (Mi.}

Facility
·':.-~

'\

,lJ
.

,,..../

-:..

Sunrise Nuclear-Calais No. 1
Sunrise Nuclear- Calais No, 2
Calais-Industrial Site No. 2
Calais.:.Bangor No. 2
Bangor-Wiscasset No. 2

Total . .
(1)

Cost/Mile .

Total Cost

$60,000
$60,000
$60,000
$60,000
$60,000

900,000
900,000
$
$
720,000
$ 4,920,000 (1)
$ 4,320,000 {l)

15
15
12
82
72
. 196

. . . . . . .

$

$11,760,000

These facilities may be postponed until Step Four depending on backup
capacity that is available from New Brunswick Electric Power Commission.
STEP FOUR - 1980
Facilit

Total Cost

Bangor- Bingham- Berlin, N. H. line to be scheduled when
power requirements in New Hampshire and Verm.ont
justify construction
Total Estimated Transmission Costs Based on 1964
"National Power Survey" £or 362 Miles of 34 5 kv
Trans1nission Line
• • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Round

to-------------

$21,720,000
$22,000,000

CD-0182-NS-AAC
May .15, 1968

PRELIMINARY
EXHIBIT

11

EXHIBIT
Page 1

11

C 11

C 11

CAPITAL COST ESTIMATES FOR PROPOSED
STEP-BY-STEP SUBSTATION PROGRAM
FOR EASTERN MAINE
BASIC ASSUMPTIONS
F.or purposes of preliminary cost estimates the following basic assumptions are made, all of which are subject to discussion and modification
by the participants to this extensive power supply program:

1.

New Brunswick Electric Power Commission would provide two
345 kv circuits to the Maine-New Brunswick border in the vicinity
of Calais, Maine and 34 5 kv terminal facilities at that location.

?•

Cost estimates for specific substation units are based on 1964
"National Power Survey" estimates increased by 20% to cover 1968
pricing conditions.

3.

Only barebones facilities are included in each substation as final
protective and relaying schemes will be developed at such time as
a computer study is made of the scheme shown on Exhibit 11 A 11 plus
one or more alternatives that may be recommended by other participants in the overall program. Step-up substation costs at nuclear
plants are assumed to be included in the estimate for the generating
plant and are therefore excluded from these estimates. Protective
and other facilities for the low-voltage industrial bus at Perry,
Maine are not included in the estimate as the final requirements
must be worked out with the prospective industrial customer.

4.

No cost estimates are made for the facilities that may be required
for the following:

_5.

a.

TEPCO 600 mw nuclear generating plant
n~ar Ellsworth.

b.

Bangor-Bingham, N.H. terminal facilities.

c.

:aasic 345 kv substation at Wiscasset.

Ownership of substation facilities at Calais, Bangor and Wiscasset
may be different from that shown in the current estimates as nego- ·
tiations are completed.

CD-0182-NS-AAC
May 15, 1968

PRELI!VIINARY

EXHIBIT
Page 2

11

C"

BASIC ASSUMPTIONS· {Continued)

6.

Schedule of substation terminal facilities with cir"cuit breakers may
have to be modified when outage tolerance of industrial customer
is determined.

CD- 0182-NS-AAC
May 15, · 1968

PRELilVllNARY

EXHIBIT
Page 3

11

C 11

INITIAL CONSTRUCTION PROGRAM - 1971
Total Cost

Item
Site acquisition and development near Calais
Site acquisition and development near Perry
150 mva step-down substation for industrial load
at Perry
Subtotal

... . ....... .

.....

$
$

_75, 000
75,000

$

700,000

$

850,000

STEP TWO - 197 3-1974
Item

Total Cost

Site acquisition and development near Bangor
Three - 345 kv terminals at Calais
Two - 34 5 kv terminals at Bangor
One
345 kv terminal-at Wiscasset
One
- 345 kv transformer bay at Perry
One
- 345 kv terminal, at Perry
Second 150 mva step-down substation for industrial
load at Perry

100,000
$
$ 1,320,000

Subtotal •

........ .. ..

.

,-

... ..

$
$

$
$

.$

880,000
440,000
,,
350,000
440, 000 ( 1)
700,000

$4,230,000

STEP THREE - 1975-1977
Two
- 345 kv terminals at Sunrise Nuclear
Four
- 345 kv terminals at Calais
One
- ·345 kv terminal at Perry
, One
- 345 kv transformer bay at Perry
Third - 150 mva step-down substation for industrial
load at Perry
·
Two
- 345 kv terminals at Bangor
One
- 345 kv .terminal at Wiscasset·
Subtotal

...... . . ....... ......

$
880,000
$ 1,760,000
$
440,000
$
350,000

$
$

$

700,000
880,000
440,000

$ 5,450,000

STEP FOUR - . 1980
Fourth - 150 mva step-down substation for industrial
load at Perry
Total for Substation Program, 1971-1980

........

700,000
$11,230,000

Round to-------- $11,500,000
(1) May be scheduled with initial const-ruction.
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THE, NEW BRUNSWICK ELECTRIC POWER COMMISSION.'
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f'RE:0£:RICTON, N. a.
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Eastel'"n Maine
Elect_ric Co-~perative

·•,

••

t,

Hr. Robert V. C1ark •
1-lanager ·
Eastern Maine Electl'ic Co'.""operati.ve Inc.

P.

o. Box 342

Calais., Maine
Dear Bob: ·

.·
.. ·.-·

. I

.

'

..

·Confirming our telephone conversation of today, we
would expect to be able., by the last week of May, to let you
know whether or not we·could supply a firm block of 100 or 150
megawatts in 1971.
As far as pricing is concerned, we would expect the
. ·· .level to be 6 mills providing the demand was restricted _to not
more than 100 megawatts in ·February and March.
: 1,

'

'

We would be prepared to provide the necessary fc1cilities
to the United States border pr~viding you were able to reach an
agreement to interconnect with the· North Ea.stern Power Pool at
yo~r end. If such an interconnection were not possible, the
pr-ice would need recalc\llation..
·

·;·
~ny arrangement would of course be subject to approval
:.- of.. our National .Energy .Board.
We will be in •it.ouch with you again late in May, or earlier:_ :. .-.,
· if an:y d.evt:)lopments take place in the interim.
. .. ,
~.

: '.i

I"

· Sincerely, .

.
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. ,, '
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CENT1RAL MAJINE ]POWER COl½LPAl\JJY
General Office -

9 Gl'ccn Sfreci -

Augusta, l\'Ininc 0,1!130

May 24, 1968

The Honorable Kenneth M. CurtisGovernor of Maine
State House
Augusta, Maine
My

dear Governor:

We have tried to follow up diligently on your letter
of May 14 and our conference of May-16. As we all recognized at the conference, time is much too short to gather
the facts and make the studies requisite for definitive
conclusions. However, to be as helpful as we can prior
to your departure this week, we have compiled (i) the
enclosed memo bearing on electric service to a proposed
aluminum plant and (ii) a general answer to the question
of interconnection posed in your letter.

:

The initial conclusions of the memo in general are
that, due to increasingly long lead times for generating
plant construction, loads of the size required by an aluminum plant in the Robbinston area would probably have to
be served from EMEC and the Maritime Pools until 1977 or
at least 1976. The price for firm power from this source
has, however, been quoted as about 6 mills per KWH at the
border. In addition, there would.be the cost of transmission to the aluminum plant and the cost of additional
back-up if required.
Insofar as an interconnection between NBEPC, EMEC and
NEPOOL is concerned, NEPOOL is still in its formative stage
and I cannot speak for the other sponsors. But I would be
optimistic that an interconnection could be worked out as
needed. The optimism here expressed does not mean an endorsement of the "Conceptional Power Supply Plan" as sketched
on the map handed to us because as to this we would need
much more information. However, on principle, we certainly
could work cooperatively with NBEC and with EMEC provided
that the territorial integrity anq rights of all systems
are observed and that recognition be given to the fundamen-·.
tal tenet .that c:ooperation is a.2-:way street •

...·: .". ·:=·.~ ,..' . · _
.. .
. .....

-

CENTRAL MAINE POWER COMPANY

Governor Kenneth M. Curtis ••••

PAGE_.=2-"'--_

May 24, 1968

As you may know, we have enjoyed very friendly relations and exchange of information with NBEC for many
years and over the past several months have been engaged
in engineering studies and financial exploration with the
Maritime Pool in regard to the feasibility of an interconnection.
If we can be of further assistance in this matter,
please feel free to call upon us.
Sincerel

~Ii

W. H. Dunham

President

WHD/AH
Encl.

r

INTERIM Ml~MORANDUM TO W 11 DUNHAM
ELECTRIC POWER SUPPLY TO PROPOSED ALUMINUM PLANT
O

0

UC&MCo. requests service by January, 1971 for a maximum
of 152,500 KW, expanding to a possible 610,000 KW by January,
1980. They are willing to contract, however, for only a
quarter of this, or 152,500 KW. The requested price must be
between 3-½; and 3 3/l~ mills per KWH. And while they say they
would take a portion of t~e power on an interruptible basis,
they ,add the conflicting statement that stand-by power must
be available "to insure capacity operations at all times."
'

1.

Supply ·sources. As recognized in the "Conceptional Power
Supply Plan, 11 · the lead . time on atomic plants is now 7 years
starting from scratch, so late 1975 or 1976 is probably the
. earliest that one could be built in Robbinston. Therefore,
the 300.,000 KW required prior to that time would have to be
procured from alternative sources.
The nearest source is the New Brunswick Power Commission
and Maritime Pool~ From information furnished us, they
would have available the firm 100,000 KW required by the
aluminum plant January 1971 to January 19740 If the Churchill Falls project goes ahead as projected, they could have
from 1972 to 1977 five years of base load Churchill Falls
power available in substantial quantities with the result
that they could probably supply the · aluminum plant 1 s requirements from 1971 to 1977 if need be and possibly beyond. . · ·
1

2.

However, no electric system, public or private, could fit up
to furnish such huge loads as the alumirn.un plant requires long-term without contracts to support the investment for
the electric facilities. For example, if an 800,000 KW
nuclear plant were built in 1975 or 1976 to supply the aluminum plantl the investment, with inflation, could amount to
more than ;;,170,000 ,000 exclusive of fuel. Obviously, a firm
market for the · output would have to be guaranteed by long-term
contracts called "take or pay . for" contracts. However, UC&MCo
say they would require the expansion power to be available on
time but are unwilling to contract for it. This position, if
adhered to, is quite unrealistic since it would put the risk
of expansion on the utility system instead of the customer
and defeat the ability to finance the required facilities.
Power Prices. UC&M's request for powP-r at no more than 3 3/4
mills is again unrealistic in the face of the ballooning
inflation the economy is now experiencing. We are advised
that aluminum plants in the midwest are being served at around
5 mills per KWH and that negotiations on the Atlantic seaboard
with agents for aluminum plants are ranging from 4 3/4 mills
to 6 mills per KWH •.

•·. •;._- J,·:._.,, . . ·. ...
. ··,..

::. :

.-

While power at the bus of the Maine Yankee plant is
estimated to average over the first 10 years from 4\ to
4}2 mills per KWH, the equipment for this plant was priced
and contracted for prior to the present surge of inflation.
Bus-bar power at a similar plant coming on the line in 1976
would cost about 5~ mills per KWH, assuming the current
annual rate of inflatfon and current money costs continue.
W~ believe these costs would not vary materially whether
the plant were built by the experienced private utilities,
by EMEC or by a Maine Power Authority.
We understand that the offered price from NBPC is about
6 mills per KWH for power delivered at the border. In addition, there would be the costs of transmission to the aluminum
plant and the costs for further back-up if required. Another
substantial cost would be the delivery at distribution voltage
of 13.8 KV requested by UC&M. The usual utility practice in
serving bulk loads is to deliver at transmission line voltage
(345 KV in this case) and the customer pays for the step-down
to distribution voltage and for the lines into the plant.
3.

Interruptible and Off-peak Supply. UC&M's statement they
11
would consider taking a portion of the power on an interruptible basis provided stand-by power was.available to insure
capacity operations at all times" appears to be a conflict .of
terms and leaves us confused. Power can't be interruptible
and still be available for capacity operations at all times.
However, if UC&M could take interruptible power or off-peak
· power, it should be possible to work out a lower rate than
for firm, 24-hour, 7-days-a-week supply;

4.

Other considerations. What an aluminum plant is looking for
is overall costs which enable it to be competitive and make
a profit. Unlike industry in general where power is less
than 1% of product value, power is a major factor in aluminum
plants where it amounts to more than 10% of product value.
However, a higher than desired cost of power may be offset
by other factors, such as: lower land costs, lower taxation,
lower transportation costs, lower money costs, and lack of
pollution problems. It might be, for example, that Federal
· loans would be available to help build both the aluminum plant
and the power plant (which could be leased to the electric
utility and tied in with its system) in the distress area of
Washington County. Again, pollution problems are a major
factor in the siting of aluminum plants since the plants can be
heavy polluters bf both air and water. Allowances on this
score, if available for the site iri question, could be a
major inducement for attraction of an aluminum plant •

. ,. . .

Conclusions
1.

With the amount of transmission requirecl, it would appear
difficult to get under 6 mills per KWH from either a public
or private pm-:rer system for firm supply for an aluminum
plant in Robbinston. However, exploration should be made
to see what the plant load and power factor is and to see
if and to what extent the aluminum plant can operate on
interruptible or off-peak power in which case a somewhat
lower rate might be worked out.

2.

The request for delivery at distribution voltage of 13.8 KV
is unusual and would appear to be negotiable so delivery
could be made at transmission voltage of 345 KV.

3.

Exploration should be made to see what off-setting factors
Maine can produce in the major areas of lower land costs,
lower taxation, lower transport costs, lower money costs,
and lack of pollution problems for the plant to face.

4.

It would appear that the cheapest and most practicable way
to supply the plant would be from the Maritime pool at the
start and working out the additional increments of power as
needed from the Maritime pool, or, if not readily available
there, from the private utility systems to the south.
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TRANSPORTATION
I.

RAIL

Th~ table below contains rail rates applicable on ingot
molds from Rockland, Maine, to selected points as published
in Freight Tariff E-20009-G

I.c.c.

C-533.

These rates are

published for general application throughout the eastern
United States.

It should be noted, however, that if suffi-

cient volume was evident, and if transport rates were based
on carload minimum weights of 50 tons or more, a reduction
of 20% would normally be offered.
ROCKLAND*

Rates in cents per 100 lbs.
Carload Mininum Weight

,,

30,000

50,000

Chicago

127

115

Cleveland

107

95

Cincinnati

127

115

Detroit

111

99

New York

69

56.5

Boston

37.5

24.5

St. Louis

153

141

Baltimore

88

75

*

Rates from Eastern Washington County to Boston, New
York, or Philadelphia would be increased by $.04-r05
per cwt.

Rates to Pittsburgh and the West would be

insignificantly higher, if at all.
II. BARGE
Barge rates would, of course, be competitive with rail rates.
However, a significant reduction in transportation costs,

-

2 -

if barges· were utilized·, would require a provision for a
return load.

Specific barge rates cannot be made available

on,such short notice.

""-Q)
')":
~

'"""'-'•-··.

.

-

3 -

,LAND
-I.

COSTS
Land·east of Penobscot Bay generally commands $200 to $600
per acre.

However, a more specific estimate has been made

for the suggested site in Washington County.

It is esti-

mated that a parc~l. of 200 acres or more could be obtained
at a price of $40 per·~cre.

...

830 000 FEET

i

I CW. Birdseye,
E 's
v. OHollowayC,
f
undary 0 ~mission
m:il
•
·
1- Survey,
,.Geolog,ca
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TAXES
I.

PROPERTY

Al1,real estate and personal property taxes are levied at
I

the community level on April 1.

Buildings under construction

are assessed according to the state of completion and are
subject to taxation.

Attached is a tax profile for the area

under consideration.

The total tax bill for the town has

been marked off to assist you in your evaluation of the
profile.

Naturally, this is the most significant feature,

for it indicates the total revenue required by the town,for
its operation during the last fiscal year.
II.

OTHER

Maine has no state or local personal income tax and no state
or local corporate income tax.

The principal source of tax

revenue is a statewide 4.5% sales tax.

This tax would not

apply to metals sold outside the State, nor would it be levied
on metals sold to another manufacturer within the State who intends
to utilize them as an ingredient or component part of his product.
III.

TAXATION CONTINUED

If revenue bond financing is chosen then no personal property
taxes are levied but a payment is made in lieu· of taxes .•
Sales tax, under revenue bond financing, is determined by the
type of issue.

All muncipalities are exempt from the state

sales tax, thus industrial revenue bonds properly structured
i.n the name of the municipality may also be exempt.

_[(.,
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FUEL
I.

BUNKER C
Sh0wn below .is the data relevant to current costs for
I

,

Bunker Cat Searsport, Maine.

It is understood that the

monthly requirements would equal 15 billion BTU's.
150,000 BTU's per gallon
100,000 gallons per month
42 gallons= 1 barrel
2,381 barrels required monthly

@ $2.34 if loaded by tank trucks*
@ $2.24.if loaded by tank cars*

*

These rates are negotiable for volume consumers

At $2.24 per barrel the monthly cost would be $5,333.44.
II.

ALTERNATIVE SOURCE
Natural_ gas is, at present, available only in the south~
western portion of the State in the Portland and Lewiston
areas.

- 6 -

DOCK COSTS
I.

Separate from the project - state fin~ncing.
To build a dock 60' wide by 600' in the St. Croix River
with mean low tide d~pths of 40', average tides of 20',
and allowance of 12' it is estimated that the required
dock would cost in the neighborhood of 2.5 million dollars.
This figure could vary depending on the composition of the
sub-soil on which the dock is built.
built by the Maine Port Authority.

Such a dock could be
Money for such a dock

could be forthcoming from the Governor and Council based
on a long-term (20-30 year) "pay or takell contract that
woulq amortize the facilities.

Precedent for this sort

of action is a group of ferry boats now in th~ process of
.,.~.

being built by the Maine State Port Authority.

)~\
.

.

'

II.

Separate from the project - Revenue Bonds
The 2.5 million dock cost of project could.be handled as
a separate issue if necessary.

The attitude of under-

writers might influence the final approach.
III.

Part of the project
The dock can be included as part of the total project
as handling facilities at 2.5 million cost added to this
total Revenue Bond project.

Therefore, this dock could

be amortized over the project life or up to 25 years.
Under this procedure no amortization schedule is necessary.
,t,

CEN'"'fJR.AL· MA][NE JPOWJER C01\1PA1\f")Y
Gc;ncrnl Offico -

D G1·ccn Street -

Aui;usln, · l\fainc O•l:130

May 24., 1968

The Honorable · Kenneth M. -Curtis.
Governor of Maine
State House
Augusta, Maine ·
My dear Governor:

We have tried to follow up diligently on your letter
of May 14 and our conference of May 16. As we all recognized at the conference, time is much too short to gather
the facts and make the studies requisite for definitive
conclusions. However, to be as helpful as we can prior
to your departure this week, we have compiled (i) the
enclosed memo bearing on electric service to a proposed
aluminum plant and (ii) a general answer to the question
of interconnection posed in your letter.
The initial conclusions of the memo in general are
that, due to increasingly long lead times for generating
plant construction, loads of the size required by an aluminum plant in the Robbinston area would probably have to
be served from EMEC and the Maritime Pools until 1977 or
at least 1976. The · price for firm power from this source
. has, however, been quoted as about 6 mills per KWH at the
border. In addition, there would 'be the cost of trans~
mission to the aluminum plant and the cost of additional
back-up if required.

.. . . .

Insofar as an interconnection between NBEPC, EMEC and
NEPOOL is concerned, NEPOOL is still in its formative stage
'

. .

..

. ''.

and I cannot speak for the other sponsors. But I would be
optimistic that an interconnection could be worked out as
needed. The optimism here expressed does not mean an endorsement of the "Conceptional Power Supply Plan" as sketched
on the map handed to us because as to this we .would need
much more information. However, on principle, we certainly
could work cooperatively with NBEC and with EMEC provided
that the .territorial integrity anq rights of all systems
are observed and that recognition be given to the fundamen-·.
tal tenet ~hat c.ooperation is a . 2~way street.

•,
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CENTRAL MAINE POWER COMPANY

. ..

Governor Kenneth M. Curtis

. .. .

May 24, 1968

As you may know, we have enjoyed very friendly relations and exchange of information with NBEC for many
years and over the past several months have been engaged ,.
in engineering studies and financial exploration with the
Maritime Pool in regard to the feasibility of an interconnection.

If we can be of further ass{stance in this matter,
please fee~ free to call upon us •
.

'

· Sincerel

ft/ I I ~ ~

W. H. Dunham

· President
WHD/AH
Encl.
.,
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INTERIM }Jl:;:MORANDUM TO Wo llo DUNIL!\.M

ELECTRIC POWER SUPPLY TO PROPOSED ALUMINUM PLANT
UC&MCo. requests service by January, 1971 for a maximum
of 152,500 KW, expanding to a possible 610,000 KW by January,
1980. They are willing to contrnct, however, for only a
quarter of this, or 152,500 KW. The requested price must be
between 3t and 3 3/l+ mills per KWH. And ,;..;rhile they say they
would take a portion of tbe power on an interruptible basis,
they ~dd the conflicting statement that stand-by power must
be available "to insure capacity operations at all times."
1.

Sup2._J.:Y.._§_siurces. As recognized in the "Conceptional Power
Supply Plc=m, 11 the lead . time on atomic plants is now 7 years
starting from scratch, so late 1975 or 1976 is probably the
earliest that one could be built in Robbinston. Therefore,
the 300,000 KW required prior to that time would have to be
procured from alternativ~ sources.
The nearest source is the New Brunswick Power Commission
and Maritime Pool. From information furnished us, they
would have available the firm 100,000 KW required by the
aluminum plant January 1971 to January 19740 If the Churchill Falls project goes ahead as projected, they could have
from 1972 to 1977 five years of base load Churchill Falls
power available in substantial quantities with the result
that they could probably supply the · aluminum plant 1 s requirements from 1971 to 1977 if need be and possibly beyond. .
However, no electric system, public or private, could fit up
to furnish such huge loa.cls HS the almn:Lnnm plant requires
long-term without contracts to support the investment for
the electric facilities. For example, if an 800,000 KW
nuclear plant were built in 1975 or 1976 to supply the aluminum plant~ the investment, with inflation, could amount to .
more than yl70,000,000 exclusive of fuel. Obviously, a firm
market for the· output would have to be guaranteed b~ long-term
contracts called "take or pay · for' 1 contracts. However, UC&MCo
say they would require the expansion power to be available on
time but are unwilling to contract for it. This position, if
adhered to, is quite unrealistic since it would put the risk
of expansion on the utility system instead of the customer
and defeat the ability to finance the required facilities.

2.

Power Prices. UC&M' s request for pow~r at no more than 3 3/4
mills is again unrealistic in the face of the .ballooning
inflation the economy is now experiencing. We are advised
that aluminum plants in the midwest are being served at around
5 mills per KWH and that negotiations on the Atlantic seaboard
with agents for aluminum plants are ranging from 4 3/4 mills. to 6 mills per KWH.

.-. ·.:

... . ..
,.

-·

r

While power at the bus of the Maine Yankee plant is
estima ted to average over the first 10 years from 4-\ to
4-~ mills per KWH, the equipment for this plant ,;,Jas priced
and contracted for prior to the pr esent surge of inflation.
Bus-bar pmver at a similar plant coming on the line in 1976
would cost about 512 mills per KWH, assuming the current
annual rate of inflation and current money costs continue.
W~ believe these costs would not vary materially whether
the plant were built by the experienced private utilities,
by E}fEC ·or by a Maine Power Authority.
We underst"and that the offered price from NBPC is about
6 mills per KWH for power delivered at the border. In addition, there would be the costs of transmission to the aluminum
plant and the costs for further back-up if required. Another
substantial cost would be the delivery at distribution voltage
of 13.8 KV requested by UC&M. The usual utility practice in
serving bulk loads is to deliver at transmission line voltage
(345 KV in this case) and the customer pays for the step-down
to distribution voltage and for the lines into the plant.
3.

Interr~tible
and Off-peak Sup..£1.y. UC&M' s statement they
1
would consider taking a portion of the power on an interruptible basis provided stand-by power was .available to insure
capacity operations at all times" appears to be a conflict ,of
terms and leaves us confused. Power can't be interruptible
and still be available for capacity operations at all times.
Hom~ver, if UC&M could take interruptible power or of £-peak
· power, it should be possible to work out a lower rate than
for firm, 24-hour, 7-days-a-week supply.·
'

4.

Other considerations. What an aluminum plant is looking for
is overall costs which enable it to be competitive and make
a profit. Unlike industry in general where power is less
than 1% of product value, power is a major factor in aluminum
plants where it amounts to more than 10% of product value.
However, a higher than desired cost of power may be offset
by other factors, such as: lower land costs, lower taxation,
lower transport'ation costs, lower money costs, and lack of
pollution problems. It might be, for example, that Federal
loans would be available to help build both the aluminum plant
and the power plant (which could · be leased to the electric
utility and tied in with its system) in the distress area of
Washington County. Again, pollution problems are a major
factor in the siting of aluminum plants since the plants can be
heavy polluters of both air and water. Allowances on this
score, if available for the site in question, could be a
major inducement for ._ attraction of an aluminum plant.
- . ; :• '
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Conclusions
1.

With the. amount of transmission required, it would appear
difficult to get under 6 mills per KWH from either a public
or private power system for firm supply for an aluminum
plant in Robbinston. However, exploration should be made
to see what the plant load and power factor is and to see
if and to what extent the aluminum plant can operate on
interruptible or off-peak power in which case a somewhat
lower rate might be worked out.

2.

The request for delivery at distribution voltage of 13.8 KV
is unusual and would appear to be negotiable so delivery
could be made at transmission voltage of 345 KV.

3.

Exploration should be made to see what off-setting factors
Maine can produce in the major areas of lower land costs,
lower taxation, lower transport costs, lower money costs,
and lack of pollution problems for the plant to face.

4.

It would appear that the cheapest and most practicable way
to supply the plant would be from the Maritime pool at the
start and working out the additional increments of power as
needed from the Maritime pool, or, if not readily available
there, from the private utility systems to the south.
,..
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April 2, 1968
Mr. James K. Keefe, Connnissioner
Maine Department of Economic Development
State House
Augusta, Maine 04330
Dear Connnissioner Keefe:
Attached is a letter indicating our power requirements which
I hope will be useful to you in your discussions with the New
Brunswick Power Connnission as well as other agencies. I am
also enclosing copies of our latest annual report and an
article on Ugine which may be helpful. I am sure that you
appreciate that it is to our mutual interest that this material
be used as discreetly as the circumstances will allow.
As I indicated to you in our discussion we are particularly
interested in ascertaining the cost and availability of New
Brunswich power. If we were to have assurance of power from
the source sufficient for 2 potlines (say 300,000 kw) for a contract period of 20 years, we could seriously entertain a proposal on this basis even though power for the third and fourth potlines was not so certain. We do not mean to foreclose the possibility of eventual low cost power from a nuclear station, but .in
view of the prevailing money conditions, it would appear difficult
to arrange financing such a plant within our time requirements.
Let me express the thanks of all of us for your assistance and
for the many courtesies extended by you and your staff while we
were in Maine. We came away much more awar_e of the potential
for development in the Northern Maine area. I hope that our
continuing discussions will be of mutual benefit.

Sincerely,

R. 0. Wheaton
ROW/pm
Enc ls.
cc: C. K. McArthur
A. Masson
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April 2, 1968
Mr. James K.Keefe, Commissioner
Maine Department of Economic Development
State House ·
Augusta, Maine 04330

Dear Connnissioner Keefe:
Confirming our conversation of March 29, Utah Construction
and Mining Co. and Ugine Kuhlman Co. presently have under
consideration the feasibility of constructing and. operating
a primary aluminum smelter at a location in the United States.
If the project should go ahead, it is likely that the smelter
would be owned and operated by a newly formed domestic corporation, the voting shares of which would be owned by Utah
and Ugine. Several alternate sites are being considered, one
of which is located in Washington County, Maine.
As you are aware, the availability of low cost power to be
used in the production process is a major determinant in the
choice of a plant site. It is presently contemplated that
the initial potline will come onstream in January 1971. The .
capacity of this potline has not yet been determined, but power
requirements for the two alternate sizes under consideration
are specified below. Depending upon market conditions, we
would hope to ultimately expand the plant to four potlines. Our
best estimate at present is that these additional lines would
come on at three year intervals with the final line being completed by early 1980.
Below is tabulated the power required and an estimate of when
this power will be needed.

Potline
Potline

I
II
III
IV

Estimated Date
Reguired
Jan. 1971
Jan. 1974
Jan. 1977
Jan. 1980
TOTAL

Voltage
656 or 984
984
984
984

3,936

ACKW
104,000 or 152,500
152,500
152,500
152z500

610,000 ACKW

-

Commissioner Keefe

2 -

April 2, 1968

In order to be competitive with other sites under consideration, it
is our belief that this power must be delivered to the plant at a
distribution voltage of 13.8 KV and at an average cost in the range
of 3.25 to 3. 75 mills per kwh. Other details on the quality of
service required are included in a letter from W. S. Reid Associates
dated March 11, 1967, and -excerpts from the Project Scope report
dated March 1967. I understand Mr. Reid has previously forwarded
these documents to you.
Should the Maine site be selected, the new firm would expect to
enter into a contract of at least twenty years duration for the
power requirements of the first potline. With respect to the requirements for Potlines II, III and IV, the firm would need assurance that power would be made available at competitive rates and
when required. The firm could not, however, guarantee that the power
for the subsequent potlines, would in fact be called for.
Ideally, all of the power contracted for would be on a firm basis and
at the lowest rate. As a practical matter we would consider taking .a
portion of the power on an interruptible basis provided standby power
was available to insure capacity operations at all times. The percentage of interruptible power which would be acceptable would depend on
the frequency of interruption and the relative cost of firm, interruptible and standby power. The overall objective would be to achieve
an average cost in the range indicated above.
We expect to select the site for the proposed plant no later than June 1,
1968 and accordingly look forward to hearing from you at your earliest
convenience.
We are most appreciative of your efforts on our behalf.
hesitate to call if any questions arise.

Please don't

R. 0. Wheaton

ROW/pm
cc: C. K. McArthur
A. Masson
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April 16, 1968

I
J'

I.

Mr. James K. Keefe, Commissioner
Maine Department of Economic Development
State House
Augusta, Maine 04330
Dear Commissioner Keefe:
Confirming our conversation of April 11, Utah Construction
and Mining Company would be interested in yoiwr continued
study of the power potential in Eastern Maine to meet the
requirements of our proposed aluminum plant. My understanding
of the probable outline of your proposal is as . follows:
1. The New Brunswick Electric Power Commission would deliver
100 megawatts of firm power, subject to interruption in February
and the first week in March, commencing in January 1971 and for
two years thereafter. It is anticipated that by 1973 NBEPC will
be tied to the Quebec Hydro Authority, and at that time, up to
300 megawatts of firm power will become available.
In the initial two year period during the interruption of hydro
power in February and March, power from steam or diesel generating
facilities could be provided, but could not be guaranteed to the
extent of 100 megawatts.
A contract with the New Brunswick Electric Power Authority will
terminate no latEfr than 1977.
2. Eastern Maine Electric will undertake to provide firm power
for the period extending beyond 1977 in .s uch amounts as indicated
in our letter dated April 2, 1968. This power would probably
come from nuclear generating facilities backed up by interties
to the New England grid and the New Brunswick system.
Concerning the initial requirement, we would consider a proposal
for 100 megawatts even though this does not meet our maximum
possible requirement of 150 megawatts. During the interruptible
period in February and March we would require assurance of at
least 60 to 70 megawatts in order to keep the plant operating.

- 2 -

.

Mr. James K. Keefe

April 16, 1968

The major factor causing us concern with this proposal is the
short duration of the contract period. In order to make this
proposal acceptable we would need firm assurance that power would
be available after 1977, and at rates sufficiently attractive to
offset the risk involved in undertaking this project w:j.thout a
long term contract.
I hope this will help clarify our position, and look forward to
hearing from you in the near future.
',

Sincerely,

R. 0 . Wheaton
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A 11 0 111s 1,11rdilig examph' of co11111etitil·i1y-thru11gh-,r!'C!t i1·ity: th e Ugir:c Co. 1-frfi~. a syswm for
the safe h!t11rl!i11 g ,;f 1trc111i11 n:- hexafluoride hy French nu clea r scientist.\·.
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"MAKE A I3ETTER
l\10USETR AP ·A ND . .. "

l '

I'

. · - - · -·

Americans, other n2.tio nals, and e1·cn
many of the French tliemsell'cs are apt to
wond er how so many French ent.erprises
can be so strongly comp etitive on wo rld
markets- even thou gh th eir total la bor
costs and taxes are relat ively high and
their capital resources and produ c tiv e
plants often quite und ersized compared
to Am er ican and otlwr forei~n corporate
giants.
In m'Jst case~ it is because these French
companies arc so cxtrnordinarily creati1·e
in their research, engin ee ring, manufac turing processes and products, qui te in
keeping , of course, wi th the long nationa l
tradition of inl'e ntiv eness. quality and
productivity in all th e sciences and art s.

'

- - - •-• .: - • ,,:, Ii

<!

- ·

An outstmicling cx~.mpl e of this "competitivity-throu gh-creil!ivity" is the Ugine
Co., a specialist in spec ial produ cts and
techniques wi! h an uninterrupt ed tradition
of re search-mindccl , ahcad-of- it,:- rim e
managem ent.
The proof is in t 11e salt: of its crcHti on s
to leading ent e rprises in thr; r:1 os1 advan ced industrial cou nt ries . A number of
weil-1: nown Alllerica n entc:rprises owe:
some part of their prnducti1·ity and com petitive pos itio n, and th ,: 1-..·c!l-r-aying jobs
thc, e provid e, to th e techniques p::iss ed on
to them by Ugine.

F1d,/i.slr ~·.I t1,:,/ di,trilwr('tl on he l,11/f uj th e Cnmitc~ Frann.· Aou cllf'. l\ 1r i.L rr1:.·1cc. hy ,\,fr s. Joan Raushcn bus h. director o f th ~ \"r'o.':'h i11rwri nffi c:~ o/ f.'rt!r1:..· ,· A;::";J": !/-: ,
J) I S,.•1'. 1' 10 ii lli,ilding. \~ ' u\.J.•i11;:1un. n.C. }00U5 . Cot)i£•.,· of 1his hullc rin hu\'t' /;ccn filed H'ith th e Dept. v/ lu.Hil·c '1-vl:crc th e rc•gis tro:io :1 ·.~rc ,·c1i1C r: t.1 uj Frii,·wc /~ ci;'-'!ir
arc' :n·o il :if ,fr fu r 11:d,ftt' i .-iS/ 11 ·crior. 1u1 dt' r .1_] U.S C .. Jt.'C. tJ/ I c1 JC C/ . R.cgis1ra1ior: dues ,wt imply appro\·al of this material f., y th,· Unite d S:atcs Co,•t;' n1,71 en t.
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f=rU-\ i\lCE fi.C T URLE
This f'rcnch comp a ny's processes for

steel refining. hot extrusion, fcrroall uy
re fining and a ho s t of metallurgical ancl
chemical proclucts actually arc in world-

\

wide use . Promi11c11t examples arc the
Uginc-Perrin-Grcffc process for faster
refining of steel ,rncl ferroalloys. and th e
Uginc-Scjourn e t process \\·hich has
changed the world's previous slow, complicated and costly extrusion of skel into
a simple, more flexibl e and in expc nsil' e
manufacturing operation.

-. \\
r______

Most of th e

world"s stainless steel tubes of all sizes
arc n ow made by the Ugine-Sejourn e t
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Three percc111 of all French electric po11·er is consumed by Ugine .
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The company's custom e rs are some

15,000 e11ter1Jriscs in everv branch of
industry in over 40 cou~Hries-auto-

~- \ \

mobil e, textile, chemical, mechanical, cutlery, decoration, building, transport, radio,

-

televisio n, electronics, refrigeration , maintenance equipment, food, papcr, p ain t and

; j

;
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. '.

\

Jacqu es Scjo11n1c1. fa1h er uf 1he
famed Ugine·Sejournn process.

··-·· _
-.. .________,

0

\

~

process, which also. incidentally. provides
~

.i

/

0

varnish, agriculture.
0
Exports arc ten times greater in

.

value than they were in 1955. Ten years
ago, fore ign sales provided only 11 percent of the company's _gross; today , exports account for a solid JO percent of a
much greater gross.

l

L_______-~-~~--- ----·-----~--- - ~----·----~---------·--__J
Electric oven fur special s1ee/s.

the most satisfactory and

economical

of the country's four leading chemical
producers and, in joint enterprise with

solution to the problem of making complex shapes in ordinary steel.

Allevard, holds first place in the magnet
industry . Ugine now has 15 large-scale

SUCCESS STORY
By the highest standards, Ugine is a
remarkable story of achievement and
success. V✓ ith hydroelectric power as a
basic

unifying' element,

Ugine

production units, employs over I J ,000
persons, and consumes J.5 billion kw-h.
of electricity a year, second consumer
among French private enterprises.

has

"AND CUSTOMERS COME

j

/

KNOCKING AT YOUR DOOR''
Exports, in fact, und ersco re Ugine's
creative-competitiveness:

° Foreign customers buy 50 p ercent
of the company's producti o n of alumi-

I

num, electrodes, plates, sheets and strips
of " Ugino x" stainless steel, and 20 percent of its chemical products.
Of the co mpany's 1965 expor ts,
worth some S80 million, >0 ·p ercent went
to the ot her five Common Market coun0

tri es, 15 to 20 percent to th e Europ e?. 11

branched out through the years in advanced and mark e t-winning production in

past de cade, with an average advance of

Free Trade Association nations, 15 to 20
p e rc ent to rhc Uni,ecl States , and th e;:

the field s of organic and inorgan ic chcm•istry, petroch c111ic:ils a11d plastics, alumi-

about 12 percent a year.
o In capital and gross, Ugine ha s b e-

remaining 15 p e rcen t to othe r market s in
the world.

m1111 . carbon and carbides and el e ctroclcs,
special steels and ferroall oys, magn ets ,

come one of France's top ten busin ess
enterprises, with the gross quadrupling

arc th e advanc e d indt!Sl. ri a l countries of

.metallic powders and, mos t re ce ntly, the
nu clear industry .

throu g h the pas t decad e ancl the l. 965

West G crm,!ny a nd th e Unit e d Stat es, in

gross up another 10 percent.

that order. Imm ed iately following th e m

Ite ms in Ugine's overall ad v ance:
Its production today accounts for all
of CL)ntincntal Europe's zirconium, prac0

ticall y all France's special

ferroalloys,

75 percent of the nation's h o t and coldrolled stainl ess st e el sh e ets and of its
ball-bearing stee l, two- thirds of its su1i11lc ss st ee l, JO pc1-c e n t of its special stee ls ,
20 perce nt of its aluminum. It al so is ·on e

0

(l_

Sales , in quantity, h ave tripled in the

0

Ugin e 's two bigges t n:.tional c lients

0
N ct profits averag e about IO p e rcent
• of gross .

come B e lg iu m, I taly, Brita in and Switzer-

• l111'estm e 111 in n ew plant and equipment through the past dec ade ha s exceeded S200 million.
0
Average prices of all its products

up 75 perc en t o f th e comp a ny's tot ::il
forcign mark e t.

in the past ten years have gone up on !y
20 percent, far kss th a n th e nati o nal

and a nurnb8 !- o[ c hemi ca l prod uc t!' . M os liy

price ri se.

Am er ican tni nsforr:ii n 6 companies.

land. These six countries loge th e r making

0
To" th e U.S. th e ce;mvrny sells fer roalloys, spcc i,d s t(·c ls, aluminum , abrnsi·.-es

these are ~cmifin ished mai e ri a ls so ld to

()

•Ffil\! 1JGE ACTlffLLE
I

me th od l)f manufacturing sup e din c , lmvcarbon-conte nt ferrochromium. Later,
th ey also managed to extract · every bit
o[ chromium from its basic ore and got
carbo n content dow n to an all-time low
of .02 perc en t. ln the United States, Vam,dium Corporation of Am e ri ca and Uni on
Carbid e Corporation use this techniqu e.
Aclvaiiced techniques in other field s
were also de veloped, parti c ula rly the
rec overy of nickel contained in ores previously considered difficult to utili ze. The
M.A . H a nn·a Co. has ]Jought this process
to make ferronickel in its Oregon plant.

PIONEERING INVENTORS

I

I
I

j

!

l
I

I

0

Ugine·s great ac hievem en t and contribution, however, certainly have beenand arc-its wid e-ranging research and
developm ent and th e sal e or licensing of
iis original and. iidvanccd processes to
maj o r enterprises in basic producti on in
the most industrinlly advanced countries
of th e world.
Founders of one of th e original plants
of the future Ugine enterprise, Henry Gall
and Amaury de Montlaur, on September
23, _1886, were granted a p atent for the
manufacture of sodium and potass ium
chloratcs us ing a new electrolytic process.
In the years since, the coni'pany has beconic one of the most important producers of fine steel and has developed its
own special skills for rolling, forging,
heat-tr<::ating, cold-drawing and finishing
operations.
UGINE-PERRIN PROCESS

Q

Some 36 years ago, Rene Perrin, th en
Managing Director of the Company's Steel
Division, and until his death early this
year, Ugin·e·s grer.tly respected Honorary
Boarcl Chairman, was head of an engineering team searching for a method of
casting perfectly homogeneous steels. The
problem posed was that steel and slag,
because of their different densities, could
not be made to mix. But Perrin hit upon
the successful idea of violent intermixing,
letting _the molten steel fall from a great
height into a ladle containing a special
high-lime, high-a:uminum-content molten
slag. This caused the slag to split into
tho usa nds of scattered particles for a few
seconds while the metal was in a state of
fusion.
A patent was taken out in 1935 for
this high-speed process which has made
it possible for Ugin e to reduce its tap-totap time for refining steel from commercial grades of common scrap from one to
one:,111d-a -half hours and to increase output per furnace by more than 20 percent.
American,.flrilish, German and S ca ndinai-ian ma1111fac111rers have taken out
licenses on this process.

• • 1.~·
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UGINE-SEJOUR NET PROCESS
In another major development it is
thanks to the Ugine-Sejournet process,
now used by 34 licencees in all the main
industrial countries, from the United
States to Japan , that hot extrusion has
opened a whole new fi eld of possibilities
in the manufacture of special shapes and
tubes from stee ls, alloys and metals of
all grades.
For exampl e, hollow shapes with fins
could be produced for superheaters and
heat exchangers. Also, there was no
longer any need for complicated and
numerous weldings, so costs were re- •
ducccl. The speed of this process gives a
more uniform product quality and reliability.
LIQUID GLASS IS THE ANSWER
For many years, the atlempt to find a
practical technique for th e hot extrusion
of steel defeated the best efforts of the
best engineers in and out of the industry.
Ugine itself began the search for a feasible
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GREFFE APPLIES IT TO
f.ERROALLOYS
As this process was being patented,
Andre Grcfk and a research team at the
company's lV!outiers (Savoie) plant, were
look in g for a way to apply it to fe rroailDys , and by 1938 patented an i1i1proved
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A/11,ni1111m has been 011e of Ugine's 111an11fao11rcs since 1908. This is
(Ha111cs-Pyri'nees).
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extrusion syst e m as early ,1S 1925. Th e
main trouble was Lhal no die could work
more than one high-temperature stee l
billet.
Exper im ents were mad e with various
greases and petroleum products, all of
which were less than satisfac tory. Then
Jacques Sejourn e l, Vice-President of
Ugine·s Cefilac subsidiary. turned Lo an
investigation of the properti e s of liquid
glass. Within a few years' time, he found
that perfect protection for the die was
provided by a plate of glass reduced to a
viscous stale by the heat int e nsity.
Th e war delayed things, but by 1948
new patents were applied for and by 1949
the company was turning out steel with a
glass-lubricalcd extrusion press.
WITH MANY THANKS ...

Noll' u.sing this process unde r license
are big companies i11 A 11stria, Britain,
Ca11ada, Italy, laJJan. Spai11, Sll'ede11,
U11ited States a11d \Yest Germany. Among
U.S. licenscc>s are Allegheny l11dl11111
Steel, Babcock c( Wilcox, Ca1pe11ter Steel,
Curtiss \A/r(~ht. £./. du Pont de Nemours,
H./11. Harper, international Nickel, Jones
& Laughlin, Nuclear A1etals and United
States Steel.

C H EMICA L LAB-ORS

d e vis e d. ln Fran c c:·s c xpirnclin g nu c lc a;·
inJut;try, for ex a mple·, hot radioa c tive
materials can be n1anipulate cl through

In th o:: chemi c al .fi e ld, Ugine proce sses
to manufacture fluorinated organic and
inorganic it ems arc world-known. Original
techniqu es have been dcveiopcd [or produ c tion of orga nic solve nts, ac rylic .and
mc thacrylic esters. Ancl in company with
Distille rs, Ltd ., of Britain, Ugine has
creat ed ,in origin a l process for th e making
of acrylonitrilc, the basic chemical in
production of sy:1th e tic fib e rs. Two plants
in France ancl one 111 Engiancl have

solid walls by devices using powerful
"magnetic couplings." Also, in the superbly pl a nn ed and performing steamship,
the Fran ce, 35,000 magnets ha ve bee n
used throughout th e ship fo r se cure closing of do o rs and attachment of cabin,
bathroom, kitchen and oth e r fixtur e s.
In this same lin e , magn e tic ferrite co res
produ ced by Ugin e bas ed on its own
chemical and ceramic techniques today
meet the needs of France's radio, tel e-

adopted this process . _
MAGNETIC IN THE MARKET
Perhaps th e most striking evidence of
the company's pre-emin e nce in magnetics
was its 1957 prncluction of the world 's
largest magnet, now iri the Centre National
de la Rechcrch e Scienti[ique in Paris,
where it is used in the study of alpha
rays. It weighs 12 tons and has a magnetic
field of 10,000 gauss (in an airgap of
1,600 x 1,000 x 70 mm.).
For some years now, Ugine has associated with the Allcvard Co. in the magnetic
field. Together, with each successive improvement in the technique of magnet
manufacture, new industrial appl ications
and new magnetic equipment have been
:.::-:;---:...· ~- .... ......
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vision, adding machine and electronic
equipment industries. Also, Ugine now
provides industry with tubular-shaped
magnets that localize beams in electronic
tubes, whether radar tubes or radio -telephonic communication.s.
BIRTH AND GROWTH IN THE ALPS
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Societe d 'Electrochimie, d'Electromctallurgic et des Acicrics Electriqucs
cl'Ugine, or simply the Ugine Co., gets its
name from the small town in th e French
Alps where the company's first- and still
largest-steel plant was located, close to
the hydroelectric power supply whi!'.'.h was
to play such a fundamental role in the
future dync1mic expansion of this manysided enterpris e .
One of its roots goes back to the patent
granted the new electrolytic process of
Henry Gall and Amaury d e Montlaur in
1886. Subsequently a c_orporation was
formed (1889) to use this process to make
chlorntes and another company (1 896) to
set up the world's first (,tc tory to produce
met a llic carbid e s. Two la te r roots we re
put clown in this century by industri :i l
pioneers Pa11l Girod , wh o at Ugin e b uilt

0

)

5

Fi;~/\f'/t';~: _f;.C~flJf':L;,"~:
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one f}f ihc \VorlcJ1s first slccl pL.u!ts using
ndapt tCJ it ~ts 111ucli as pos::ible, by conclcclri•: fur;WCl'S exclusively, mid Jul(:s
tinuing lo show itself open to any usdul

;8
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n1akers; i1ard-\vc:1ring s!ci:::1. tool steel:; fn;all us,;s; stainlesi; chrorniurn sleds for
cutlery, high prc,:surc steel plants, the
oil industry, etc.; nickel-chromium stainless steels for tableware, the chemical industry etc.; high alloyed and refractory
steels for atomic energy plants ancl
rockets.
All are availiibk in every desired formblooms and billets, bars, wires, castings,
forgings, sheets. The Bourg factory specializes in steel tools and drilling equipment. Stainless steel sheets and strips arc
marketed by the Ugine-Gucugnon subsidiary. The Persan-Beaumont factory of
Ccfilae is universally known for its special
and stainless steel shapes and tubes produced b:,' the hot extrusion Ugine-Scjournct p1 occss.

1 _;

PROGRESS JN FERROALLOYS

.,o

Since its creation and improvements in
the Uginc-Perrin-Greffe process, Uginc
has continued to make a vital contribution
to progress in special fcrroalloys. It~
Moutiers and Ardoise plants arc considered ultramodern, the Ardoisc plant
on the banks of the 1-Zhonc being the
largest plant for the making of a superfine, low-carbon-content fcrrochromium

,,.

Barut, who founded a firm for the den+
opmcnt. of such alloys as fcrrotungstcn and
fcrro111' ,Iybcknum.
A sr:rit.:s of mergers, c:omplctccl in 1921,
united these three roots and their subsequent i'.rowths and branches into Uginc.

STEELS, CHElv!lCALS,
FERHOALLOYS
The original factories pu l up by the
three founder-inventors were as much
units, and
Ia bor,tl orics as

regrouping and mergers, in order to
achic\'e tlic ncccss:lry larger dimension of
production.
SPECIALIST IN STEELS
Although tl1e name Ugin;; itself is comparatively unknown to consumers, the
brand name "Uginox" is practically synonymous with stc1inkss steel in many
countries. And Uginc today manufactures
no fewer than 300 grades of fine and
special steels. The company tun1s_ OU(
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Adjusting a slag o\'e11.

in France.
tod,1y, from this clcvelopmcnt-mindecl beginning and its alliance with water power,
Uginc turns out hundreds of items, mostly
rnw or scmifinished, for a host of processing manufacturers. It has a!s9 reached
·,out ft()!ll its electric-power core and con(
,Jcept to go into other fields, such as
organic chemistry, and more recently, to
make contributions in development of
France's nuclc<\r industry.
Thl· Ugine Group today is organized
·into thrn: major divisions--stecls, chemicals and fcrroalloys. These divisions arc
intcgr:1ting into the economic life of Common !\ larkct Europe and entering vigorously into the battle for world markets.

almost a hundred different grades of
special construction and tool steels, some
200 grades of stainless steels and a complcte range of bearing grades.

All this makes Ugine the \\·oriel's second
largest producer of low-carbon-content
ferrochromium.

Ugine's varied steel products actually
serve a wide r:rngc of industries: construction steel, more or less alloyed, for
the automobile and aircraft industry;
chromium steels for antifriction bearing

Starting from its early front-rank position in the field of electrolytic chemistry
(chlorine manufacture and its derivatives,
fluorine chemistry and , its derivatives),
Ugine has rapidly extended its activities
·1 [
~

FACH'1(, COiv1PETITION UNAFRAID
President and ivfanaging Director Henri
Jolivct. 60, has been with Uginc the past
35 years, having been chief of research in
steel and then head of the Steel DiYision
before· moving to the top of the whu!c
entcq,risc. In 1965 he told Uginc stockholdus that their enterprise willi:1;)y
faces the strnng, new international co:npetiti,,11 and "accepts it 11s an exigency of
progrc.,~." He added th:it Ugine must

CHEMICAL PROPERTIES

Ugi11e s11·cl p,'cnt in rhe A!pi,:e foothills of Savoie.

G

A

Sll'J'

in the producrion of perhoratcs in Ugine's

Picrrc-/Jt;11itc 1,lo,11 outside Lyon.

into other fields of modern chemistry. In
recent years, in fad, Ugine has been one
of France's "Big Four" chemical enterprise,, both in terms of its annual gross
and the diversity of its manufactures in
this industry.
For several decades, Ugine has de,·eloped a very important manufacturing
capacity in chlorine and in soclc\ and its
derivatives, and also has held a frontrank position in oxygc!',tled chemicals and
pt:rsalts, fluorinated v ~(anic and inorganic
compounds, sodium and cyanides, and
organic solvents and ainincs.
Most recently, Ugine's expanded petrochemical and plastics production has
given it a prominent place in the current
hoom of these Iatter-ch;y industries.
As for primary materials (acetylene,
propylene, ethylene) and in intermediary products and monomcrics (such as
vinyl chloride,'acrylonitrilc) as well as in
. finished products, Uginc has carried out
or participated (often through its subsidiaries Ugilor, Plastugil, Daufae and
Progil-Baycr·Uginc) in some of the most
i111purtant industrial prl,jccts realized in
France in these fields.

HEAVY IN LlGllT lv1ETAL.S
Alurnin urn hiis been one of Uginc's manufactures since l 90S. Today it turns out
20 percent of all Fr:rncc's aluminum
ingots (the other BO percent being produced by the Pc-chiney Co.) ,11Hl has
achin·cd import:l!H positions in the different tr,,.nsformatiun stages of this rncl:,l.
Addi1il;11ally, the technical 1-csc:HL'.h undcrtakl'n by Ugi11c in light metals has kd
the corn:):rny quickly and importa111ly into

production of magnesium, titanium and,
most recently, zirconium, the mc,al indispensable in the most advanced industries of our time.
The company's aluminum production,
both in France and from its new plant in
the Cameroons, is sold in France and
abroad by Aluminium Fram;ais, a sales
organization shared by Pcchiney and
Ugine.
TOM-TOMS FOR UGINE'S
ATOM EFFORT
Recently, a great deal of the company's
research work and manufactures have
been channeled into nourishing France's
growing nuclear industry.
Ugine's contributions to the work o[
the French Atomic Energy Commission,
to name only a few, i11clucle special stainless and alloy steels, zirconium, cobalt,
sodium and magnesium. It supplies special
hardware such as sintered metallic filters
for gas coolers, heavy water filters and
heavy metals for shielding. Uginc has been
active, too, in the study of fluorinated

products and of gaseous diffusion, which
has enabled it to play an important part
in the engineering of various plants. under
consideration or already being built by
the French Atomic Energy Commission.
Ugine played an important role both
in manufacture and handling of uranium
hexafluoride as well ,is in choice of rn:1terials and certain techniques which are
tht: key problems of gaseous diffusion.
When the Commission in l 95tl ckcidecl to
build the plant to make uranium hexafluoride at Pierrelatte, Ugine was given
the t:,sk.
ELECTRODES AND AMENABLE
REFRACTORIES
Electrodes, in their various forms, we,L
an early and major preoccupation of the
Ugine management, be\'ause they largely
conditioned the de\·elopment of t:1c firrn·s
first elcctrnchcrnical and elect rornctallurgical nrnnufacturcs.
It was most particubrly into clec,rodcs
of amorphous carbon and pf grnphite th,:,
Ugine clirecied its efforts. These successes

I

··,

"· ,·rt· ,ll'hic·1·c·d l,irgcly i;1 lhc fr,1mewt1rk
,,i twn companies oec11pying a lc:1ding
Fllrllpean position in their fields: the
fully owned Socictc clcs Ekctroclcs ct
Rcfractaircs "Savoie," now spcciali,.ing
in fabrication of carbun clcctrudcs and
refractories: and, 111 association wi1h
Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation
of the· U.S., the Comr,agnie lnc!ustricllc
Savoie-Acheson, specializing in grnphite
electrodes.

In thl': rcfLtctury industry, st:1ning \\ilh
the n1anufacture of siliron f:arbicL.~ bricks,.

then carb,,n bricks, llginc ha., progressively dcvclupccl a whole range of special,
high-quality r.cfractory products. used in
most of the basic industries- mc'tal:urgy,
ch,:111ical, cement, oil, etc. This divcrsificaiio11 effurt and the improved tc,:hnolc1gy ,1chicn:cl haYc kd Ugiuc into
particip:1ti,rn in SociC~tt': Gc.ncralc de:;
Produits Refractai,-c:s, Fr:u,cc's tup com-

p:rny in tlii, line of prnduction.
Beyond this, Uginc particip,ilcs in Le
Carbone-Lorraine Co. now sp,:;ci,dizinrr, in
clevck1pment and manufactu1~ of graphite
products of a particularly fine and c,·cn

struct urc.

PUFFS FOH UGJNE POWDERS
Advances in new mctrillurgical fields,
clcve!opccl by Uginc since the war, have
taken place largely in the Eaux-Claircs
plant in Grenoble. The three types of
metallurgical products ni,inufacturcd in
this plant arc metallic powders and sintered components, hard facing and corrosion-resistant alloys.
This Grenoble plant has facilities for
handli11g e\·cry aspect of modern powder
metallurgy, from producing the powders
themselves to the production of precision
machine parts. Special chemical equipment produces large tonna:3cs of powders,
including tungsten, cobalt, nickel and
other items.

DOWN TO EARTH
To assure a basic part of its raw material supply, Ugine has gorie into mining.

1·

Among it.~ main deposits arc those located
in France which supply the company
with fluorspar (from quarries in the Massif
Central and Tarn regions), bauxite (south-

I

ern France) and scasalt (southern France).
In addition, Uginc and its a[filiatecl com·

H.M. llarpcr Co.'.,· 1800-1011 high ~peed extrusion press. Harper has been a licensee of thr Uginc·
ScJ011ml'/ process for aho111 14 years.

panics arc prospecting and exploiting aad

l~~~·

need.

l

THE COMPLEX IN SIMPLE TERMS

.)
,

buying abroad in order to assure continued supplies of the various ores they

Ugine is, to summarize, big and suc-

'

cessful and using its profits for carefully
planned expansion through look-ahead re·
search aJ1d diversification into new industries. Ugine is, quite simply, a creative
contribution to French and world industrial
and scientific progress.

(Editor's not..:: Just as this article \Vas
going to press, Ugine announced that it
wus merging with Eta blissements Kuhlrnann and the Socictc des Produits Azotes.

Toge! her they had a 1965 gross of 5760
million. which will make their new company, to be known as Uginc-Kuhlmann,
the fourth big2cst private enkrprisc in
France. This is the latest in a series of
nwjor
J:;fcctrolysis nf ulun1i,uun in llginc's ,,,1..'nthon
t5'n\'C1ie) .nlunt

/Jisf1!!/,11io1: n/
IJ1./·1:·:1· rdi:nt.

1~'tdli.i1lni

!1 '.\~:f!u1}ride in Pi,:rre~
1
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I

POWER
A.

COSTS
It is my considered judgment, based upon studies
currently available, that nuclear-generated power
can be made available on a long-term contractual
basis (20-33 years), to satisfy the demand indicated
(100 megawatts escalating to 400 megawatts by 1980),
at a rate not to exceed 3.65 mills per KWH (Study:
Massachusetts Municipal Association Ipswich Nuclear
Plant - 1967 by R. W. Beck Company and Maine Power
Authority Plan - R. W. Beck Company - 1966.)

B.

CONSTRUCTION POWER AND INITIAL OPERATING POWER
Construction power and initial operating power (110
megawatts) can be made available at the following
estimated rates:
Firm power

5+

Interruptable Power

3+

It is understood that initial operating power will be
required by January 1, 1971.

(The above is based upon

a New Brunswick Power Commission surplus that will exist
for the next 5 years.)
C.

COST CONSIDERATIONS
The sites suggested in Washington County are eligible
for REA and EDA financing.
interest charge of 2%.

REA financing carries an

EDA financing allows for a savings

of approximately $60,000. per $1 million, based upon current

-2-

bank rates.

Therefore, if either of these two methods

of financing were utilized in the construction of the
power plant, we would be able to revise our rates downward.
D.

ABSOLUTE COSTS
In order to make a more accurate and up-to-date estimate ,
tailored to the specific area involved, it will be necessary
to complete a preliminary feasibility analysis.

It is expected

that such an analysis could be completed in six to eight weeks.
Should this study be undertaken, it would include an investigation into two additional aspects of the situation.

These

would be a consideration of the savings which might accrue
if requirements by the user were on a firm-interruptable
ratio of 3 to 1, and the contractual obligations of the user
should he elect not to purchase the additional power (above
110 megawatts) originally indicated.

II

E.

STATEMENT - EASTERN MAINE ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE (attached)

F.

LETTER FROM GOVERNOR KENNETH M. CURTIS (attached)

TRANSPORTATION
A.

RAIL
The table below contains rail rates applicable on ingot
molds from Rockland, Maine to selected points as published
in Freight Tariff E-2009-G I.C.C. C-533.

These rates are

published for general application throughout the eastern
United States.

It should be noted, however, that if suffi-

cient volume was evident, and if transport rates were based

-3-

on carload minimum weights of SO tons or more, a reduction
of 20% would normally be offered.
Rates in cents per 100 lbs.

ROCKLAND*

Carload Minimum Weight
30,000

50,000

Chicago

127

115

Cleveland

107

95

Cincinnati

127

115

Detroit

111

99

New York

69

Boston

37~

56.S
2%

St. Louis

153

14-1

Baltimore

88

75.

*

Rates from Eastern Washington County to Boston, New
York, or Philadelphia would be increased by$ .04--.05
per cwt.

Rates to Pittsburgh and the West would be

insignificantly higher, if at all .
B.

BARGE
Barge rates would, of course, be competitive with rail
rates.

However, a significant reduction in transportation

costs, if barges were utilized, would require a provision
for a return load.

Specific barge rates cannot be made

available on such short notice.

-LJ.-

III

LAND
A.

COSTS
Real estate brokers are presently quoting coastal
land values west of Penobscot Bay at $500 to $1,000
per acre .

Land east of the Bay generally commands

$200 to $600 per acre.

However, more specific estimates

have been made for three suggested sites in Washington
County .

It is estimated that a parcel of 200 acres or

more could be obtained at a price of $4-0 per acre.
IV

TAXES
A.

PROPERTY
All real estate and personal property taxes are levied
at the community level .

Attached are tax profiles for

the four areas (towns) under consideration.

(IV-A)

The total tax bill for each town has been marked off to
assist you in your evaluation of the profiles.

Naturally,

this is the most significant feature, for it indicates the
total revenue required by the town for its operation during
the last fiscal year.
B.

OTHER
Maine has no state or local personal income tax and no
state or local corporate income tax.

The principal .source

of tax revenue is a statewide~% sales tax.
C.

TAXATION CONTINUED
If revenue bond financing is chosen then no personal
property taxes are levied but a payment is made in lieu

-5-

of taxes.
Sales tax, under revenue bond financing, is determined
by the type of issue.

All municipalities are exempt

from the state sales .tax, thus industrial revenue bonds
properly structured in the name of the municipality may
also be exempt.
V.

FUEL
A.

BUNKER C
Shown below is the data relevant to current costs for

Bunker Cat Searsport, Maine.

It is understood that

the monthly requirements would equal 15 billion BTU's.
150,000 BTU's per gallon
100,000 gallons per month
42 gallons= 1 barrel
2,381 barrels required monthly
@

$2.34 if loaded by tank trucks*

@

$2.24 if loaded by tank cars*

*These rates are negotiable for volume consumers.
At $2.24 per barrel the monthly cost would be $5,333.44.
B.

ALTERNATIVE SOURCE
Natural gas is, •at present, available only in the
southwestern protion of the State in the Portland and
Lewiston areas.

-6-

VI

A.

DIRECTORY (see attachment)

B.

DOCK COSTS

..

1.

Separate from the project - state financing.
To build a dock 60' wide by 600' in the St.
Croix River with mean low tide depths of 40',
average tides of 20', and allowance of 12' it
is estimated that the required dock would cost
in the neighborhood of 2\ million dollars.

This

figure could vary depending on the composition
of the sub-soil on which the dock is built.

Such

a dock could be built by the Maine Port Authority.
Money for such a dock could be forthcoming from the
Governor and Council based on a long-term (20-30
year) "pay or take" contract that would amortize
the facilities.

Precedent for this sort of action

is a group of ferry boats now in the process of being
built by the Maine Sttte Port Authority.
2.

Separate from the project - Revenue Bonds
The 2\ million dock cost of project could be
handled as a separate issue if necessary.

The

attitude of underwriters might influence the final
approach.
3.

Part of the project
The dock can be included as part of the total
project as handling facilities at 2\ million cost
added to this total Revenue Bond project.

Therefore,

this dock could be amortized over the project life or
up to 25 years.

Under this procedure no amortization

schedule is necessary.

,,,._.

OTI\TI:: Of" MI\INI::

OFFICE OF' THC:: GOVCRNOR
AUGUOTA, MAING:

04330

. March 7, 1968

Mr. E.W. Littlefield
Prcdclcnt and General Manager
Utah Construction and Mining Company
550 ~alifornia Strcot
San Francisco, ~alifornia 94104
Dear Mr. Littlefield:

v

~ommissioncr James Keefe of · c~fnC Department
of Economic Development !.as inform ·d tc/~of iour possible
interest in the location of an aluminum ~_i'efd ction facility
along the Maine Coast.
~
_
Understandably. the av,.l i .:bility a 1cl cos l of
electric power is a major facto\
o, r lclibcration.
From discussions with y.p-ilbih-~.an other members
of your organizabon,
~~-r i;,{\dcrstanding that your
initial power demands \~l occJrfn the early 1970's. .
Based on your i~dicate~~_j).ri~., , 0, 000-100, 000 K\V
per annum, I ca'n assure ~u--tl{at if all other factors are
favorable, we can meet the 3. 5--1. 0 mill rato required.

h

f.t\

I feel that there has been an invigoration in
both. the public and private sector of the State regarding
development.
Your organization anci the type of industrial facility which you arc planning arc certainly in
keeping with this new trend.
I undc1.·atand that more c.ictailed information has
been iorwardcd to Mr. Gilbert by Mr. Keefe.

BTATr: OF MAINr:

OFFICE OF THC GOVERNOR
AUOU0TA, MAINC!

O4::>::>O

If I c~n personally supply you a.ny additional
information, o·r bo holpfol to you in any wa.y, pleaao
let mo know.
With beat roga.rds.
Since rely,

Kenneth M. Curtis
Governor

KMC/hmc
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T'.;lis present application covers .a further extension of these
a ., r 3 ng.=:r,112;c1ts w.i th Maine Public Service and with the Eastern Maine

If approved, this will permit increased transmission facilities
b-st,\v5rc:n the Commission and Haine Public Service permitting deferral of

t_~ansmis.;,ion expenditures in the Canadian system and improved
~eliability for both systems.

It will also result in a continued deferral of gene.ir·ating
installation::: in both the United States systems permitting· the
Ca nad i an .;;ystei-r.s to real.iz.e a profit on surplus capacity and ener·gy that
available during this license period.
It

wi l l

further ensure the contin~ed development of inter-

•·

utility co-ope~a tion betwee n the Canadian systems and the New England
syst ems of the United States.

Our ultimate object ive here is the

d e velopment of a major interconne.::t.ion l>et,"e: e n these t.wo .areas of

2uffi cisnt capacity to permit installatiori in the Ca nadian system
0f -extrem.e;l}" la:cge units .9 such .as are involved in nucle a;r developm.e nts ~
;":.thout ',,•rlit-:.h power costs in tht'::; Atlantic area will n!f.;ve :c be red

r-:.~

-¾-.,,__

t:; the lev,..;.ls e.ssential to full economic develop.men-t eompa:rable with

the rest of Canada.

rI
-
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HAINE PUBLIC SERVICE COHPANY
Thus~ while energy associated with Surplus Capacity
I

\·: ill continue to be avail2. ble at cost plus a margin over

.

...I

and above Canadian needs 3

as outlined above 3 the inclusion

of Chatham #2 provides a maximwn guaranteed price.
Haine Public Service is also required under this
agreement to increase their system reserve to

15%

of total

7

load and their supply is, of course, only as firm as the
avail;1bility of the Chatham unit.
The Eastern Maine Cooperative Surplus Capacity
c1g:r-eement will continue as before with a decrease in

~

capacity charge to $18.00/K.W.!) with an increase in load ~~

D

factor to 85% and with an increase in reserve requirement

to

15%

all intended to better represent todays c..undition

and to maintain some measure of equivalence ,vith the
• 1

othe :c te r ras of the other Export Contracts •
/, long range objective of the Commission is to encourage
hi .~ h c-:s. paci-ty interconnections ,vith the United States.

This

i,•ill un.c.loubtedly provide opportunities for mutual capacity
'

'- J

participation more in accordance with the type of arrangements
nmi used. in

the Maritime Pool o

Th,s proposed .nrrangement with the Haine Utilities dm--·ing
tl:c, term of the application period is not as favourable to
the uuyer, but does meet their neecls while providin~ a
substantial benefit to the Car.mission system.
All such benefits achieved must, of course, improve the
Con11tli.ssions financial position and.9 thereby_9 provide benefits
to all Canadian customers of that system<>

~,

